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EDITORIAL
DENNIS ANDREWS, F5VHY
After the huge flurry of DXpeditions at the beginning of March,
things now seem rather quiet on the bands. But what an interesting
few weeks we had with lots of band/mode spots to chase. The
frequency police were close to apoplexy as the pile-up from one
operation often spread onto the operating frequency of another.
The lead article this month covers the trip to the Andaman Islands by John –
G4IRN. It was a DXpedition that almost didn’t happen. The original plan, involving a
team of three or four, was reduced to just one for various reasons. There were long
delays in fulfilling the almost endless paperwork requirements. At one point, it
seemed that John’s visit would not get beyond appreciation of Andamanian art and
culture. But the final authorisation eventually appeared just as he was checking in for
his flight to Port Blair and VU4G was able to get on the air. John’s perseverance in
making it happened will have done much to improve prospects for future
DXpeditions to both the Andamans and the Laccadives.
A recent item on the Contest Reflector discussed the best antenna tuner to buy
for use during NFD. To anyone who came into the hobby before the 1970s, the art of
efficiently transferring power from the transmitter into the antenna was something
that we grew up with. The famous military surplus TU5B tuning unit was available for
a song in Lisle Street or Tottenham Court Road and provided a wealth of ceramic
formers and variable capacitors. Using these components, most people learnt the art,
often by trial and error. Unfortunately, much of that knowledge was lost as
commercial tuners came onto the market and the components became less available.
But the technology is not actually that complex. So I’m pleased to be able to include a
very informative piece from Peter Chadwick, G3RZP that explains how it all works.
Even if it does not inspire you to build your own tuners, an understanding of what’s
involved makes it much easier to sort things out when it doesn’t seem to be working
as expected.
New Data Protection Regulations come into force at the end of May to help
control the increasing misuse of the huge amount of personal information held by
different bodies. The new rules apply equally from the largest commercial
organisations right down to the smallest not-for-profit societies – including CDXC. It’s
important that we place on record recognition of our responsibilities in this area,
define the way in which our members are potentially affected and what we have in
place to address the various issues. This month’s final article reflects advice we have
received, and we are confident that the requirements are comprehensively covered.
The statement of CDXC conformity will also be posted on the website.
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TRANSMISSION LINES
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL – CHAIRMAN
Wow, what a difference a few DXpeditions make. In the
past few weeks we’ve had 3C1/0, TN5R, XR0YD, 9M0W, TY7C,
TJ2TT, 7Q7EI, 3D2EU, 3B7A, VK9MAV/9 and as I write YJ0AG
and two stations on VK9X. Sadly by the end of May we will
enter the HF DX doldrums when typically there are fewer big
DXpeditions until September – but KH1 in June will be the
exception. Sporadic E should provide opportunities on the
higher bands and the 6m DX season is going to be oh so
different following the massive uptake of FT8 (more of which later).
It was good to meet members and their partners at the Annual Dinner in March.
I’ve written a report on the event which appears elsewhere in this edition. I have also
posed questions about the future of the event and look forward to members’
feedback. It was also great to see so many CDXC members at the GMDX Convention
in Stirling in April. The Convention also celebrated the 25th anniversary of the
formation of GMDX. My compliments to Rob, GM3YTS and Sheree for putting on
such an excellent event. At the dinner that evening CDXC President Don, G3XTT was
awarded a GMDX Quaich for “services to amateur radio” – something I think we
would all agree is well deserved.
In the last edition of the Digest we had opposing views on FT8 from Roger,
G3SXW and David, G3UEG. Alongside this we had a chart from Michael, G7VJR
showing the massive increase in FT8 QSOs during the second half of 2017. Around
the same time Joe Taylor K1JT released a Beta version of the DXpedition software for
FT8 – commonly referred to as ‘Fox and Hounds’. And I’ve lost touch with the
number of posts on different reflectors claiming the appearance of the mode spells
the end of the hobby as we know it. All of which has made me think.
It is fair to say that using FT8 is initially quite exciting. Making a QSO with a station
you can hardly see on the waterfall, let alone hear, gives a buzz similar to other
modes. There is so much activity on the mode that you can always make a QSO and
David, G3UEG completed 40m DXCC on FT8 in a month. But … but … after a while I
find myself feeling bored and cheated. This caused me to consider what it is I really
like about DXing and I concluded it was: pulling a weak DX station out of the noise,
adjusting the filters, working out where the DX is listening and then chasing around
his listening window, not doubling with the DX, timing my call etc. etc. – and when I
succeed it feels as if I made the QSO. Compare that to an FT8 QSO where the timing
is fixed, the calling cycle is pre-determined, the DX ‘listens’ throughout the 4KHz, the
software does the low signal processing and about the only skill I need is to select a
clear TX frequency. So while my FT8 / Digital DXCC count is growing rapidly and I do
get a kick out of working stations at >-20dB SNR it’s never going to replace CW for
me. So I will do both and enjoy FT8 for what it is. Using FT8 I am making more QSOs
than I have been of late and that can’t be a bad thing.
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I want also to mention the FT8 Fox and Hounds mode. There have been two Beta
tests so far and they show promise – and technology at its best. The Fox (DX)
transmits on a frequency within the bottom 1 kHz of the FT8 4 KHz band. The Hounds
respond between 1 kHz and 4 kHz of the band. What happens then is truly amazing
to observe. The Fox responds simultaneously to multiple callers during the next 15
second time window. In the latest test a rate of 174/hour was achieved. I sense the
skill and workload of the Fox to be high. It will be interesting to hear how it worked
for 7Q7EI who, slightly to the annoyance of the developers, used the Fox and Hounds
Beta mode last month.
Friedrichshafen is early this year – indeed clashing with Region 1 Field Day which
is annoying as NFD is a team event that I rarely miss. Nevertheless, this year I will at
the Hamfest. CDXC will have a stand in the Clubs’ area so please come and find us in
Hall A1 at stand A1-841 (on the far wall just up from Elecraft). There will be the usual
gathering of members at noon on the Friday (1st June) in the beer garden so I hope to
see many of you there.
We also have the Club’s AGM and Summer social coming up soon. Details are
elsewhere in this edition of the Digest and booking is open on the website. The
Committee look forward to seeing you at Peppard Common on Sunday 22nd July.
In the meantime, wishing you good DX by whatever mode you choose.

NEW MEMBERS
TONY BETTLEY, G4LDL
CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new and re-joining members:
Callsign

Name

QTH

2E0PUH

Matt Foster

Trowbridge

G7BXU

Stephen Welton

Reading

M0MVB

Steve Norman

Christchurch, Cambs.

M0RTP

Rael Paster

Bracknell

We regret to record the passing of the following CDXC
members
John Hunt, G2FSR
Peter Jones, G3ESY
Eric Pickering, G3LPS
Our thoughts are with their families and loved ones
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TREASURER’S REPORT
ANDREW THOMAS, G8GNI
I present below the DRAFT Accounts and brief comments on
the financial highlights of the year to 31st March 2018. The final
CDXC Accounts for the year just ended will be presented at the
AGM in July. As there is little time for members to consider the
accounts prior to the AGM, consistent with previous years I am
publishing now DRAFT Accounts which comprise an Income &
Expenditure Account and a Balance Sheet for the year ended
31st March 2018.
DRAFT means that the Accounts remain subject to amendment, Committee
approval and to audit by the Club Auditor, Owen Williams G0PHY. On completion of
these reviews they will become final.
The DRAFT accounts for the year show an excess of Income over Expenditure of
£2,865. The main changes in income and expenditure over the previous year are as
follows:
Income
i.

Subscription income is down by £986 (-6.0%), largely due to the lower level of
subscription renewals taking place last year;
Advertising revenue is down by £250 (-10.83%), due to a lower level of
advertising and web site sponsorship;
Annual Dinner income is down by £173 (12.7%), due to overall numbers being
down. However, the event largely broke even;
Summer Social income is down by £325 (19.2%). This is due to significantly
lower raffle proceeds;
Donations have held up well mainly due to an unanticipated anonymous
donation and continue to exceed expectations;
The sale of equipment which was a legacy donation to CDXC, provided a oneoff item of income which contributed to the overall net surplus;
Bank interest was £27 lower due to continued lower interest rates on the High
Street, plus we have also made a £25 provision for tax on interest received
gross.

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Expenditure
i.

Digest costs were lower this year by £1,150 (-12.3%) due mainly to using a new
print service, as well as reduced membership numbers and members opting to
only take the eDigest;
DXpedition sponsorship is £2,162 less than the previous year (-26.6%), partly
because there were fewer DXpeditions meeting CDXC’s sponsorship criteria
and also because the previous year included a substantial level of sponsorship
for the Bouvet DXpedition;

ii.
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iii.
iv.

There were no marketing costs during the financial year.
CMIS – Wild Apricot costs are £411 higher (+58.7%) as the reduced fee we
enjoyed has now come to an end. There will be a scheduled further increase in
Wild Apricot costs from the next renewal at the end of August.

Balance Sheet items
i.
ii.

The reserve for subscriptions paid in advance has been reduced by £400 to
reflect the reduced number of memberships pre-paid at 31st March 2018;
Accumulated Net Current Assets carried forward of £18,688 indicate a
continuing healthy position and a continued sufficiency of working capital to
meet the day-to-day needs of CDXC.

Subscriptions
Given the overall financial position, subscriptions will continue at current levels
for 2018/2019. These are: for UK members - £18; for Overseas members taking the
eDigest only - £18; and for Overseas members taking a paper Digest - £24.
Finally
It would help the Treasurer considerably if members would consider renewing
their membership subscriptions before the membership year ends and not leave
renewal until the 1st July. Why not do it now? And then bask in the knowledge that
you will receive the Digest / eDigest for the next year without interruption.
I look forward to seeing many members at the AGM & Summer Social and
answering any questions that you may have about the accounts.
73, Andrew, G8GNI – Treasurer
Unaudited DRAFT CDXC Annual Accounts - 2017 / 18 (Note 6)
Income & Expenditure for the Year Ended 31st March
2018
Income
Members Subscriptions
Advertising
Annual Dinner Income
Summer Social
Donations Received
Equipment sale
WRTC Member donations
Interest Received
Misc. other Net Income
Total Income

2017

Note
1
15,348 16,334
2,059 2,309
1,186 1,359
2
1,370 1,695
1,672
797
1,930
0
470
0
73
100
28
67
24,236 22,661
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Expenditure
Digest Print and Distribution
DXpedition Sponsorship
AGM Costs
Summer Social Costs
Annual Dinner Costs
Trophies & Awards
CMIS - Wild Apricot Costs
Marketing & Membership
Misc. expenses
RSGB Affiliation
Total Expenditure

3

Net Surplus / (Deficit) for the year
Accumulated Surplus brought
forward
Exceptional Item
Accumulated Surplus carried
forward
Balance Sheet as at 31st March
Current Assets

11,106
5,960
138
900
1,194
510
1,111
0
304
47
21,271

12,656
8,122
199
359
1,448
607
700
303
86
47
24,527

2,865

(1,866)

15,823
0

13,449
4,240

18,688

15,823

2018

2017

29,458
100
29,558

25,910
0
25,910

Note
4

Cash at Bank & PayPal
Amounts Prepaid & Receivable
Total Current Assets

Less:
Current Liabilities - Creditors, Provisions & Reserves
Subscriptions Paid in Advance
DXpedition Sponsorship
Other Creditors
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Net current assets
Representing Reserves
Income & Expenditure account
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3,900
5,050
1,920
10,870

4,300
4,400
1,386
10,086

18,688

15,823

18,688

15,823

Notes to the Accounts

1

2017/18 subscription income has been appraised by a review of subscriptions pre-paid
beyond 31st March, 2018 as the membership year ends on 30th June.

2

In previous years, the accounts have shown the net income from the AGM / Summer Social.
This year, the accounts show the gross income for the Summer Social and separate out the
AGM and Summer Social expenses. The figures for 2016-2017 have been re-cast in the same
manner to provide a comparison.

3

DXpedition sponsorship is charged in the accounts of the year in which sponsorship is
pledged. Pledges which remain unpaid at the year-end are recognised by provisions carried
forward.

4

CDXC does not capitalise assets held such as loan equipment but writes them off when
incurred. Therefore, there is no need for Fixed Assets or Annual Depreciation to be
recognised in the Accounts.

5

Other Creditors at 31st March 2018 include £ 670 which was donated to CDXC in 2014/15.
This amount will be utilised from time to time to satisfy DXpedition Sponsorship requests
which match special conditions stipulated by the donor which relate to upload of logs to
LoTW and other QSO confirmation related criteria.
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These accounts are Draft and subject to correction, to review and approval by the CDXC
Committee and to Audit Review before they become final. These actions will be completed
before the AGM.

Supplementary Information - DXpeditions Sponsored in 2017/18
Burundi
Mellish Reef
St Brandon
Baker & Howland Island
Ducie Island
Mozambique & Inhaka Islands IOTA AF-088 and AF-066
Russell & Duff Islands OC-168 & OC-179
Cato Island OC-265
E. Lewis, Direction and Woody OC-199, OC-140, OC-170
Clublog
WRTC (Member's additional contributions)
Provision no longer required

9U4M
VK9MA
3B7A
K1B
VP6D

Net Roundings & Charges
Per Income & Expenditure
Accounts

200
750
700
1,800
750
200
150
150
350
500
470
(60)
0
5,960
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CDXC ANNUAL DINNER 2018
CHRIS DUCKLING, G3SVL
Our Annual Dinner was held on 17th March at the Calcot Hotel Reading. This was
the fifth consecutive year at that venue but numbers were down by a third on
previous years.
The afternoon once again had three talks – indeed this year they seem to have
surpassed our normal high quality. First we had a fascinating talk by James, M1DST
on practical 3-D printing. The talk was more of a workshop and the number of
questions from the audience showed the interest and fascination in the subject.
James surprised us all by telling us that the pieces he showed were produced on a 3D printer costing just £100.
The next talk was from Ian, G3YBY / F5FKT. It was a tutorial on HFTA terrain
analysis. Ian first brought us up to date on how K6TU’s work and website reduces the
previously tedious task of entering terrain profiles. Once the basics had been covered
Ian analysed his French QTH and compared it with his near-neighbour Dennis, F5VHY
30 kms away. The conclusions demonstrated why Ian does better in some directions
than Dennis and vice versa i.e. the simulation proves what happens in practice.
The final presentation was by Don, G3XTT on the recent ZC4A DXpedition to the
Sovereign Base Areas of Cyprus. Operating from a closed-for-the-winter restaurant
with night time temperatures around 0°C and with no heating available could not
have been pleasant! The team gave us the first 60m operations from ZC4.
With the talks finished everyone retired to the bar ahead of the dinner. The
change to the smaller dining room provided an increased intimacy and we were
treated to an illustrated after dinner talk from Don, G3XTT on his trip to SEAnet and
Cambodia. Those who were staying overnight QSY’d to the bar and lounge to put our
hobby to rights until midnight and beyond.
Those heading out after the Dinner faced a challenge with the roads as it had
been snowing since mid-afternoon. Ian, G3YBY reported that it took him 90 minutes
to get home for what would normally be a 40 minute trip. He said that over the top
at Membury was pretty hairy - another hour and he would have been stranded. Not
that it was much better for Don, G3BJ and Hilary, G4JKS who travelled back to
Shropshire the following day and had to abandon their car and walk the final two
miles home.
All in all an excellent event for those who attended and thanks are due to our
three speakers and to Tony, G4LDL for organising the event.
The future of the Annual Diner
The 2018 Annual Dinner described above nearly didn’t happen. In order to get
exclusive use of a dining room, hotels and restaurants demand a minimum number of
attendees. The reason for this is that most hotels now have wedding licences so they
will not give up exclusive use without that guarantee. In the case of the Calcot Hotel
it is 50 diners. At £30/head for the three-course dinner and coffee, that means we
have to guarantee £1,500; fall short of the numbers and there is no refund.
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To be fair to the Calcot they provide the lecture room and A-V facilities at no cost
to us so the overall deal looks reasonable.
With one month to go we had just 21 people registered to attend and were
fearing a potential loss which would be completely unacceptable. After a Committee
discussion, Secretary Tony, G4LDL drove over to the hotel to discuss the dilemma we
faced. Going ahead could cost us, even after last minute sign ups and chasers, around
£600. That amount would have to come from club funds. To cancel would present
personal losses for those who had already booked non-refundable rooms for the
night.
Tony did a great job and provided we reduced the numbers to 35 maximum we
could have the room we use for presentations as a dining room – with no minimum
numbers. So that’s what we did and the dinner as usual broke even.
The table below shows how attendance has varied over the years.
Year

Venue

Members

Guests

Total

2010

Wyboston

44

3

47

2011

Wyboston

36

16

52

2012

Wyboston

39

14

53

2013

Wyboston

34

10

44

2014

Calcot, Reading

39

14

53

2015

Calcot, Reading

41

17

58

2016

Calcot, Reading

37

16

53

2017

Calcot, Reading

36

13

49

2018

Calcot, Reading

25

9

34

With 800 members why do just 25 of them want to come to the dinner? We
looked at moving venue this year but our usual weekend coincided with St Patrick’s
Day and many venues just weren’t interested in our (to them) low budget affair. So is
it the venue, is it the location, is it the date, or the (total) cost or just that annual
dinners don’t cut it anymore? We’ve added afternoon talks that have been well
received and nearly everyone who attends the dinner also comes to the afternoon
event. Should we combine it with another event e.g. the night before our AGM or the
Friday of the RSGB Convention? The other thing to note is that the percentage of
members who are accompanied by guests / their partners varies year to year – why is
that?
The Annual Dinner is enjoyed by those who attend each year so we can continue
with whatever number express an interest. But getting exclusive use of a dining room
is always going to need prior knowledge of the numbers and a financial guarantee.
The Committee want to know from those who have attended over the past few
years why they came, why they didn’t and what we need to change to widen the
appeal. Of course we welcome comments from any member on what would interest
them. Once we have this we can decide what to do for 2019. Please provide any
feedback and suggestions to sec@cdxc.org.uk and / or chair@cdxc.org.uk
13
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THE VU4G STORY
JOHN WARBURTON G4IRN, VU4G.
What an experience! It wasn’t just a radio
experience - it was a travel, cultural and
friendship experience of the highest order
and something I will cherish for a long time
to come. However in the year preceding
the trip and in particular the two months
prior, it was also very stressful - the local
permission to operate in VU4 was touch
and go until only two hours before my
departure for Port Blair from Bangalore. In
fact the VU4G experience wasn’t executed
as originally envisaged – this was never intended to be a one man DXpedition but in
doing so, has hopefully paved the way for future operations. Here is the story.
Concept Stage
In early 2017, I found myself with a more flexible work schedule and started
dropping hints to my very understanding wife Janet that I would like to go on a
DXpedition. Although I go on the Voodoo contest group jaunts every year in
November for CQWW, I yearned for a ‘proper’ DXpedition and I set my sights on a
small team effort (maximum four people) going to either VU4/Andaman Islands or
VU7/Lakshadweep Islands. Lying mid-50s in Club Log’s most-wanted list, both of
these have always been very difficult to obtain licences for and all recent operations
(since the tsunami operation of 2004) have involved Indian nationals as part of the
team.
Team Building
It was at the GMDX convention in April 2017 that I floated the idea with
Rob/GM3YTS and Gavin/GM0GAV of a DXpedition in February 2018 – they both
tentatively committed to the idea so the next step was to investigate the possibility
of licences. Despite their initial interest, in the end, neither Rob nor Gavin were able
to make the trip.
At this stage, I really didn’t know if it was possible. So I approached
Prasad/VU2PTT to gain an understanding: a) Is it possible? b) What’s the licensing
process? c) Would he like to join us? Prasad was an absolute star from the get-go
and the project would never have been possible without his help and later help from
Deepak/VU2CDP and Manoj/VU2CPL. He informed me of the process but stressed
that it wasn’t a certainty that VU4 or VU7 permits would be granted. We would have
to test the system by applying in a “two-step process”. The first part was to get a VU3
reciprocal licence, then a permit to change the operating address to the Andaman
Islands (rather like the UK ‘Notice of Variation’ on licences).
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VU Tourist Visa and Reciprocal Licence Application
I updated Prasad on the team building exercise and within days he sent over
instructions and application forms to complete the VU3 (mainland) licence
application process.
At this stage, Gavin and Rob were still part of the potential team and by June
2017 we had submitted the documentation and had received our one-year tourist
visas.
While we were in the process of applying for the visas, a two man team consisting
Deepak/VU2CDP and James/9V1YC operated as VU4YC from the Sea Princess Resort,
near Port Blair in the Andaman Islands. This operation was to become very important
for us – these guys were going through the local administrative processes we would
later need to go through ourselves.
In early July, I sent my licence application forms to Prasad for review. These were
sent to the Indian authorities in mid-September – five months before planned
activities. We were expecting the process to take three months; it was getting tight.
Destination Planning
During October, while the licence
application was in progress, we started to
seek potential operating QTH’s. We had
already planned for an operation
covering two weekends, leaving the UK
on Wednesday 21st February. But we had
yet to decide whether VU4 or VU7 would
be the better destination – if we got
permission granted!
We looked at the destinations from
previous expeditions and identified a
couple of possibilities for VU4, one of
Heathrow departure.
which was the Sea Princess Resort as
used by VU4YC. The other possibility was the Tango Beach Resort on a north facing
beach on Neil Island as used by VU4KV in 2014. Prasad/VU2PTT (a team member on
VU4KV) told us about the Tango resort. Although it would be a great location for low
band antennas, it would involve an additional day’s travel and involve problems with
transport of luggage to the island.
Of these VU4 options, Prasad recommended the Sea Princess Resort in Wandoor,
about 45 minutes taxi ride from Port Blair and on the west coast of the South
Andaman Island. Of course the first thing any DXpeditioner does at this point is to
check out the location on Google Earth and to print out a great circle map to
understand the strengths of the QTH. Facing west, there was a direct sea path to
Europe, Africa and South America. Disappointingly, there was no direct path to the
US – only through the island. With thousands of palm trees in the path, we knew NA
would be a tough call except perhaps on the long path.
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If I recall correctly, VU4 and VU7 were still possibilities at this stage but our focus
was tending towards VU4, having now identified a suitable QTH. However another
DXpedition was to finally make our minds up for us.
During October 2017, an Indian team of operators activated Lakshadweep Islands
as VU7T. This had significance to us because a foreign national (actual a Brit) was
supposed to join them but was refused entry. This made our minds up – it was VU4
or bust.
Indian Licences Arrive
The Indian reciprocal licences for Gavin, myself and Rob (Rob went ahead with
this despite dropping out of the project) were issued on 7th November 2017 – but
they got lost in the post and were returned to sender! After Prasad and Deepak
chased by phone, they were finally re-dispatched by the Ministry of Communications
in Delhi, this time sent to the correct address. They finally arrived on 22nd December
2017 – a nice Christmas present but with only two months to go and further hoops to
go through, stress levels were starting to rise. At this stage there had been little
financial outlay but due to work commitments the planned travel dates were set in
stone.
Temporary Change of Licence Address and Use of a Special Call-Sign
Once the licences were in hand, the next step was to apply for a permit for a
“temporary change of licence address and use of a special call-sign”. We were to
request the use of VU4G and to operate from the Sea Princess Resort – this would be
a further test of the Amateur Radio administrative processes in India.
Before we could make the application, we needed to make a reservation at the
resort. This would be our first major financial outlay. Prasad made enquiries and
provisionally booked the conference room as a shack and three villas for us three
operators on 5th January 2018 - then the application for the address change and callsign was submitted.
Prasad/VU2PTT and Deepak/VU2CDP were confident that we would get the
change of address issued and were optimistic about the call-sign. I was more
sceptical but on the basis of their confidence and to avoid ever increasing air fares,
we took the plunge and decided to book flights to Bangalore (where we would have a
stop-over to rendezvous with Prasad) and the onward flights on Go-Air from
Bangalore to Port Blair, the main city on Andaman.
Prasad booked the Port Blair flights for the three of us on the morning of 5th
January – six weeks prior to the operation but still with no permission to operate
from Andaman and still no call-sign. Then there was a bomb-shell. On the afternoon
of that same day both Gavin and Prasad had to drop out of the project due to work
commitments.
Prasad and Deepak again put lots of effort into chasing the application through
the system. Finally, on 16th January we received the required paperwork from the
Amateur Radio Desk in the Ministry of Communications.
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Further Bureaucratic Loops
At this stage I thought we’d cracked it. However, there was a further
unanticipated bureaucratic loop to get through. I now needed approval from the
local (Andaman) administration, which I learnt is a standard clause when changing
licence addresses.
Prasad was confident about this being obtained. However there was some
uncertainty about who exactly should give the approval. Deepak/VU2CDP and
James/9V1YC had operated from the same resort in May 2017 so had first-hand
experience of the process. Deepak was confident we would get the local permission
however this would be another test of a process where the Andaman authorities did
not have much precedence to understand.
Although the ‘change of address’ approval from the Ministry had three operator
names on it (Gavin, Prasad and myself), Prasad sent a cover letter with the local
request explaining that I would be travelling alone and that the two others were
delayed.
A formal letter was FAXed by Prasad to the Chief Secretary of Andamans
requesting local permission to operate from the Sea Princess resort. With a couple of
phone calls, the application was approved and forwarded internally to the
Immigration Desk at Port Blair airport for final action.
DXpedition Planning
Over the course of several months, the
project had gone from a four man DXpedition to
a one man trip. The original ideas for decent LF
antennas (both TX and RX) became redundant
and I decided to travel with wire antennas and a
12m spider-pole. The bulk of the weight was the
pole itself, 140m of Ultraflex-7 coax, Icom 7300,
spare radio, Expert 1.3k amplifier and all the
associated bits of hardware for operating a popup station (65kg in total). Based on photos from
Deepak and James, I also took a pulley and 50m
G4IRN-VU2CPL-VU2PTT in Bangalore
of rope to hang antennas from the top of a
coconut tree – which turned out to be a great decision.
Bangalore Stop-Over and another Hiccup
Despite no longer coming on the trip, Prasad had very kindly committed to meet
me at Bangalore airport at 5am and put me up for a night in his city apartment. I was
looking forward to meeting a friendly face and to having a relaxed stop-over in the
company of a guy who had unselfishly put himself out over the previous nine months
to help achieve my goal.
Two days before departure for Bangalore and still with no Andaman local
approval in hand, Prasad’s wife become seriously ill and was hospitalised (NB she is
now much better). This scuppered plans to stay with him (stress levels increasing)
and I started looking at hotels in the airport area. This is where another VU DXer
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came to the rescue – Manoj/VU2CPL
stepped in and saved the day. Manoj led
the VU7T team in October 2017 and has
recently become high profile on Topband
as one of the few DXing VU’s active on
the band. A gap in Manoj’s shift pattern
as a commercial airline captain perfectly
suited my Bangalore stop-over and he
was more than happy to host me in
Prasad’s absence. Actually, his modern,
spacious house is very close to the airport
too - it worked out well and I was not
only able to relax and catch up on sleep
but operate for a while with my Indian call-sign VU3VXO. Prasad/VU2PTT popped
over briefly and we were able to meet for the first time after so long on e-mail, Skype
and WhatsApp.
QTH of Manoj VU2CPL in Bangalore

There were a few ‘to-do’ activities in Bangalore; get to a Western Union office to
collect my money transfer to myself (it’s illegal to import Rupees into India); check-in
for my Port Blair flight and pay for excess baggage (cheaper in advance); and obtain
an Indian SIM card for my spare phone.
However, there were still some unknowns. Would the requested taxi driver turn
up to meet me? Had the hotel reserved the villa nearest the beach for me? (Planned
coax lengths based on Google Earth images depended on it). When was the Andaman
local approval going to appear? If at all!
Onwards to Port Blair (to operate, or for a beach holiday?)
Manoj and I departed his house on Friday 23rd February 2018 to catch my 13:15
flight to Port Blair. At 11:21 local time after checking-in and while waiting for the
flight, I received the final approval for VU4G .
This was the culmination of a series
of e-mails from Prasad – Andaman
Immigration had demanded clearance
from the Ministry of External Affairs; the
Ministry of External Affairs were stating
that they had already approved it at the
time of licence application, didn’t need
to approve again and that only local
approval was needed as required by the
licence terms. A final e-mail from Prasad
stating clearly that there was no
commercial activity involved and that
the hobby is a civilian, recreational
activity gained the permission from the
Immigration desk. They didn’t have a
clue about amateur radio - their initial reaction was that ‘radio’ must be something
commercial hence their reluctance to approve.
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Prasad and I chatted by phone and made the decision that the e-mail would be
more than sufficient if challenged by police or officials and that I did not need to visit
the government or police offices in Port Blair. It was quite a relief and I boarded the
flight feeling a little more comfortable about the whole situation! Deepak did warn
me however that the police might pay me a visit to check my paperwork – he and
James had a visit on their second day.
Due to the lack of formal approval as I left home, I had decided not to announce
this DXpedition in advance – I didn’t wish to jinx it in any way! I’d lined up
Michael/G7VJR to create the VU4G expedition account on Club Log when and if the
permission came in. (Thanks for keeping the secret Michael!)
Arrival in Port Blair
On arrival in Port Blair, I found all the kit had arrived safely, obtained the entry
permit required by all foreign visitors and found my driver waiting outside for me.
Driving through Port Blair town, first impressions were of a dusty, hot and very busy
town centre with numerous shops and people milling around. The Sea Princess
Resort was some 45 minutes out of town on the western coast. I was relieved that
the team in reception were expecting me and that they had allocated the villa
nearest the beach i.e. the shortest coax run.

In preparation for this trip, I had anticipated needing around 100-120m of coax. In
the end I played safe and took 140m of Aircell-7. In itself, this was quite a weight and
I additionally took a 12m Spider-pole, two radios, two power supplies and lots of
hardware and tools that I thought I might need. There was around 65kg of kit in total,
including my personal effects.
I had hoped to get the antenna in the air and be QRV on the Friday evening (23rd
February) after arrival. Of course, the preferred antenna location was on the beach,
up against the high-tide mark. However there was a show-stopper – salt water
crocodiles. Somebody had been killed only months beforehand whilst swimming in
the ‘safe swimming area’ (the nets were breached) and guests were told not to go
near the waterline and to avoid the beach at night. I was more than happy to comply
with this advice! Plan-B was to strap the Spider-pole to the concrete wall on the
resort boundary to the beach – up went the wire ground-plane with the jumpers set
for 30m.
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Meanwhile back in the shack, the resort electrician had installed a mains
extension lead for me to supply the Expert 1.3K, Icom 7300 and laptop. It wasn’t
quite to the safety standards one gets used to in Europe but it worked. I fired up the
rig on 30m but the SWR was all over the place. It was dark by now so I decided to eat,
rest and look at it in the morning. It was frustrating being in VU4 and not able to
immediately operate!
After breakfast the next morning, I had a good look at the antenna and realised
that sand had got into some of the trailing Anderson power-pole connectors being
used as band-change jumpers. I cleaned them out and it then worked OK.
As a radio amateur arriving in a hotel or resort, I am always a bit nervous about
the hotel’s management and how they will react to activities, particularly when
guests are around and the antenna is in a public area. At this resort, the management
and staff could not have been more helpful – they allowed me to do anything I
wanted and were willing to provide staff to help. I said I’d like to install a pulley from
a branch of a 60ft coconut tree. The manager summoned his ‘tree man’ who looked
at the height of the tree with some horror! It didn’t matter. A phone call was made
and within a couple of hours a ‘big tree man’ had arrived who shimmied up the tree
with my rope and pulley. I was then able to haul the wire ground-plane into the air
and I was in business. Thereafter, changing band was a two minute job – lower the
antenna, change the jumpers on the vertical element and two radials, then haul it
back up again. The pulley also proved useful later in the week to hoist LF antennas.
I soon got into my daily routine - up at 5am before sunrise and a LP opening to
North America (this worked best on 30m and 20m), then a bunch of Asian stations
(predominantly JA) before breakfast. By 8am the bands were dead – maybe just the
odd UA0 or JA on 17m or 20m, but 17m (and 15m on a few occasions) started
opening around 12:30am local. Andaman time is GMT+5.5hrs, the same as mainland
India.
Given the lack of high band conditions, I tentatively aimed for 1,000 QSOs per
day. It didn’t always work out. It was noticeable that the A-index had a huge effect on
conditions.
By my sunset, 20, 30 and 40m would open again and peaked to the UK just before
their sunset. 40m was tough going and I think I only spent two evenings on it on CW –
DQRM sent the pile-up into constant-calling mode and it became very difficult to pick
out even partial callsigns. 30m was more fun and the pile-ups were very deep. I was
conscious of the spread of the pileup. I tried to restrict it to 4 or 5KHz up however
that did make it deeper and harder to pick out call-signs - there is certainly a
compromise to be had between spreading the pile-up and callsign legibility. The 7300
found it hard going at times - the RF gain had to be continuously adjusted and the
filter sometimes put wide (to 1.2KHz) to pick out calls - the audio became distorted if
the RF gain was too high. The Panadapter was great – the first time I’ve used one on
a DXpedition and a really great tool. The 7300’s SD card slot also allowed me to
record the entire DXpedition.
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80m and 160m
I’d packed an 80m dipole and decided
to spend an evening on there – it was
easily hauled up the coconut tree by the
pulley to a height of around 50ft in an
inverted-V configuration. However the
noise was S9+. I worked a few JAs, VUs
and a 9K but copy was very difficult. A few
friends had asked for 160m scheds, so
after giving up on 80m I added some
extensions to the 80m dipole and tried it.
The noise level was again 59+ with a
250Hz filter, very high - I can only assume
this was tropical noise because the HF
bands were very quiet. On 160m I fulfilled two VU scheds (with my VU support team)
and a 9K again but I could not hear DU7ET who was calling (we’d emailed) nor
Bob/5B4AGN whom I tried to work both at his sunset and my sunrise. He wasn’t
hearing me either.
FT8
Most people seem to either love or hate FT8. The 300 or so QSOs I made on it
might not otherwise have happened if I’d been on CW. They were mostly made when
the bands were quiet and QSOs could be run whilst doing something else – e-mails,
laundry, whatever. I saw these QSOs as a bonus.
North America
NA was a really tough path from my location, except for the long path (W6/7)
where I had about 80 QSOs in total. I had numerous e-mails from East Coast stations
asking for me to listen. I did, but if you’ve ever asked a roaring EU pile-up to QRX then
you will appreciate the difficulty! My QTH was completely on the wrong side of the
island for NA East Coast, through thick vegetation. It was a non-starter to be honest.
Accommodation
My villa (‘cabin’ is probably more appropriate) was comfortable and clean with
colour TV showing Asian and international channels. Although the resort offered WiFi
in its reception area, it was over a 2G phone network and no better than the data
connection I could get on my own Indian SIM card. Internet would only work well
enough for e-mails and web browsing very early in the morning. After that it reached
network capacity and ground to a halt. Thus e-mails and Club Log uploads were done
first thing every day. Skype messaging suffered problems - messages often wouldn’t
get sent However WhatsApp worked really well for most of the day - this became my
preferred method to keep in contact with Janet at home and with the VU support
guys.
The area around the resort comprises thick vegetation and trees, and there were
various forms of wild-life around. One day I heard a rustle behind the curtains in my
room and on investigation found a huge rat looking at me. I think it was more scared
than me! Arachnophobics need not go there. Several times I found bugs in my bed!
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Apart from the salt water crocodiles, another constant danger was the falling
coconuts. It was noticeable that resort staff members would walk around the trees
rather than under them. About a dozen times a day a huge thump would be heard as
another coconut or even a palm branch fell off a tree and onto a villa.
Conclusion
This DXpedition was hard work in
preparation and stressful getting the licence. I
relied on the Indian guys to help me out and
they delivered in more ways than I could ever
imagine. However it culminated in a
memorable travel experience with huge pileups and the satisfaction of a successful
project at the end.
The Indian reciprocal licensing process is
paper intensive but a well proven templated
process. Hopefully the licence situation in
Andaman will get easier over time. It needs more people to test the lengthy process.
My Andaman approval has been very positive in several ways for the Indian hams
who have been striving for the past few years to open up licensing for more visiting
foreign hams:
 I am the first foreign national to visit VU4 without Indian nationals present,
possibly since 1995. It is hoped this can be repeated and sustained as the licence
application process is repeated to set a clear precedent.
 It increases the profile of amateur radio as a hobby and recreational pastime
with the Andaman authorities, the police and immigration departments.
 The Sea Princess Resort is now becoming familiar with our hobby – to the
extent that they encouraged me to send more radio amateurs there!
All this hopefully means that the Indian guys can take more of a back seat in
helping people go through the process in future – this is how they would like it all to
evolve.
One thing is for sure – VU4 really needs a good crack from the northern facing
coast towards those patiently waiting North American stations.
And Finally
Getting to this DXpedition would not have been possible without the support of
my wife/Janet, Prasad/VU2PTT, Deepak/VU2CDP and Manoj/VU2CPL. Many thanks
to you all!
Further References:
http://g4irn.com/vu4g
http://www.seaprincessandaman.com/
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BOUVET 3Y0Z DXPEDITION IN CAPE TOWN
PAUL JOHNSON, ZS1S
When the understandably dispirited team arrived in South Africa after thirty days at sea, the locals
turned out in force to give them a great welcome. CDXC member Paul – ZS1S, recorded the event in
this article which first appeared in RADIO ZS, the journal of SARL – the South African Radio League.

The MV Betanzos oﬀ Camps Bay

On Saturday, 17th February 2018, the
3Y0Z team arrived in Cape Town harbour
after their long voyage from Bouvet Island
on the MV BETANZOS. They were hailed,
to their surprise and delight by local ZS
hams who had motored out from the
Royal Cape Yacht Club on Robert ZS1FF's
fine ketch to greet them. Paul ZS1S called
out "CQ" on his trumpet. Dennis ZS1AU,
Barry ZS1FJ and Andre ZS1AN were aboard
too.

After a rather lengthy process of customs formalities, the crew were taken across
to their hotel. It being late in the evening, the hotel's bar and restaurant were by
then closed. But victuals and beer were somehow rustled up (again, with the
assistance of ZS1S) and the crew could enjoy (almost) hot food and cold beer - even if
it was on the balcony of the hotel.
At 12h00 on Sunday, 18th February, Cape Town Amateur Radio Centre (CTARC)
members and volunteers met the 3Y0Z team at the hotel in Strand Street and started
ferrying them to the Royal Cape Yacht Club for a farewell function before some
departed that evening for home overseas. The traffic was very congested owing to an
event at the Cape Town Soccer Stadium, but after 45 minutes, most of the team had
been delivered to the RCYC.
The function was very well attended, not only by the 3Y0Z team and CTARC and
local club members, but also by a good number of ZS (and other) hams and their
partners who arrived to meet and greet them and, in some cases, have lunch
together. Included among these were: Helmut DG5DSM, Werner V51JP (President of
the Namibian Amateur Radio League), Glynis ZR1GW, Michael ZR1MDJ, Johan ZS1A,
Andre ZS1AN, Dennis ZS1AU, Danny ZS1BL, Raoul ZS1C, Greg ZS1EZ, Robert ZS1FF,
Barry ZS1FJ, Tjerk ZS1J, Allan ZS1LS, Matt ZS1MJJ, Oleg ZS1OIN, Paul ZS1S, Rob ZS1SA
(CTARC Chairman), Tony ZS1TK, John ZS1WJ, Rassie ZS1YT, John ZS1ZC, Nick ZS1ZD,
Deon ZS1ZL, Fred ZS1ZV and Nico ZS6QL (President of the South African Radio
League).
Special mention goes to Werner V51JP and Nico ZS6QL who flew down from
Namibia and Johannesburg respectively to attend this function in Cape Town.
Initially there was a hubbub around the bar where thirsty throats were slaked
with the amber nectar and face-to-face QSO's took place. Once all had arrived, we
then moved through to the adjoining restaurant.
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A few informal speeches were delivered before the food. Paul ZS1S welcomed the
team to Cape Town and thanked numerous people for their involvement, including
VIPs from the ZS ham community who took the trouble to attend the function, some
having travelled a great distance to do so.
Team Leader, Bob K4UEE, responded,
thanking all who have assisted with
support for the DXpedition in general and
CTARC and Paul ZS1S in particular for
organising the function. Bob also
emphasized the greatness of the hobby
and the fellowship that binds fellow radio
hams together by our deeds and mutual
support.
Various gifts and souvenirs of the
Bob, K4UEE puts his signature on the 3Y0Z
DXpedition were handed over to worthy
pennant while Paul, ZS1S looks on
recipients. Dennis ZS1AU was given a
3Y0Z DXpedition cap. Barry ZS1FJ, who had made a significant contribution to the
DXpedition, was similarly acknowledged. Paul ZS1S was handed a laminated tactical
info sheet - signed by the team members. The CTARC has been given the signed 3Y0Z
DXpedition pennant, for which we are all very grateful and which we will display in
our clubhouse with great pride.
Ralph K0IR, Erling LA6VM and Alejo Contreras (the Chilean glacier expert and
environmental consultant who accompanied the DXpedition) also gave brief
speeches.
SARL President, Nico ZS6QL, who had arrived from Johannesburg that very
morning, also spoke briefly. He greeted Bob and the 3Y0Z team and handed over a
selection of items from the youth contingent up north, who had collected them in
support of the 3Y0Z team. Bob K4UEE expressed his great appreciation for that
gesture.
Thereafter the luncheon began and the team had the chance for probably their
first decent food since leaving the ship. Sadly, team member Nodir EY8MM had to
remain aboard the ship owing to red tape surrounding visa matters.
After luncheon and desserts there was a chance to get one last group photograph
and for all team members present to sign the 3Y0Z pennant. Thereafter there
followed a chance to chat, make new friends, swap contact details and eventually to
depart.
Later that afternoon the team was returned to the hotel for a brief rest and to
pack. Some were to fly out of Cape Town that evening. Others departed the following
day. All of them were keen to be reunited with their families and loved ones, having
been away from home for quite a while. We wish them all bon voyage and safe home
to their respective QTHs.
We hope to see them again in Cape Town someday.
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IN THE DX WINDOW
NIGEL CAWTHORNE, G3TXF
3B8XF for BERU 2018
Going back to the same location for a radio trip has its
advantages. Simple things like, where are the power sockets,
where’s the best place for the radio, where’s the best place for the
antennas or how does the Wi-Fi work, are all easier visiting the
same location for a second time.
So it was doing the Commonwealth Contest this year from
Mauritius, where I returned to exactly the same QTH as last year. The only significant
change (apart from the ever declining conditions on HF) was the change in callsign
from 3B8/G3TXF to a more compact 3B8XF.
Although the Commonwealth Contest was the primary purpose behind the choice
of dates for the trip to 3B8, it also coincided with the Russian-DX-Contest the
following weekend.
Thanks to the loan of a 12m spider-pole from Clive 3B8CW, several evenings were
devoted to activating Mauritius on 80m. With the QTH being right by the sea (with a
clear take-off towards all three key target areas - EU, USA and JA), it was ideal for
installing a simple folded quarter-wave vertical for 80m with several radials running
straight into the sea.
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Working right through the night to SR (at 0215z) was always great fun, although
the conditions varied dramatically, not only from day to day but also during the same
evening. A nice run of stations would then be followed by a long period of
unanswered CQs with only static and mush being heard in the receiver. The 80m
band would then spring back into life again for another steady run of stations.
However the last hour before sunrise was always the most exciting with the USA
coming through loudly for about 30 minutes around sunrise. On some days it was
possible to stretch the USA opening up to about twenty minutes after sunrise, before
80m finally died completely.
Thankfully OQRS QSLing is now the norm
Some 14,000 QSOs were made during the recent 3B8XF operation. However the
most impressive statistic from this operation was that after one month, only 25
letters (requesting QSLs) had been received in the post. This is massively less than
would have been the case in years gone by where, for this volume of QSOs, several
hundred QSL letters would have been received during the first month following the
end of the DXpedition.
OQRS is really working well with most DXers now realising that if they want either
a Bureau QSL or a Direct QSL then using Club Log’s excellent OQRS is the only
sensible way to apply. No more “Pse QSL” cards through the Bureau, no more “Pse
QSL” letters (with the associated often mucky dollar bills and the occasionally out-ofdate IRCs) in the post.
By the same time as those 25 “Pse QSL” for 3B8XF letters had been received there
were already some 250 Direct QSL requests (for some 500 QSOs) lodged on Club
Log’s OQRS. This means that about 90% of “Direct QSL” requests are now coming
through OQRS. Hopefully that percentage will gradually over time increase ever
upwards towards 100%! In the world of OQRS, sending Direct QSL requests through
the post and Bureau QSL requests through the Bureau makes no sense whatsoever.
Mauritius Amateur Radio Society (MARS)
Although 3B8 stations are quite rarely heard on the air on the HF bands, Mauritius
does have a thriving national society. My visit in March coincided with a MARS
meeting which I was able to attend. There were about twenty MARS members
present for a full day’s programme. Topics discussed ranged from refurbishing the
local repeater network (which can link users on Mauritius directly with Réunion FR)
through to making QSOs through satellites (with a live demo during the meeting). I
was able to give a short presentation on operating from some rarer island locations.
This MARS meeting was also an occasion to meet for the first time Jacky 3B8CF
who over the years has been one of the most active Mauritian stations on CW. The
MARS programme had been organised by Clive 3B8CW. Clive’s call-sign is well known
to all RBN users, because 3B8CW provides a welcome flow of LF/HF spots from the
Southern Indian Ocean
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Existential threats to Amateur Radio
“Noise” on HF is an existential threat to Amateur Radio DXing for anyone not
lucky enough to live in a remote location far away from any neighbours. Even
DXpeditions travelling to remote spots of the world can come up against massive
local noise problems, as was the case with the recent EI-DX-Group’s operation from
7Q7EI in Malawi. Local noise precluded any CW operation on 160m. FT8 saved the
day, where otherwise no QSOs otherwise would have been made on that band at all.
However for those living in urban or semi-urban locations, we are sinking ever
deeper into a sea of noise. Years ago, local noise was probably a problem just on
160m. Local noise was probably also there on 80m, but not catastrophically so.
However currently the flood of locally generated noise has spread ever high in
frequency. Even 30m and 20m are now suffering from numerous local noise sources,
which make operation on those bands, if not impossible, at least much less enjoyable
than it was in years gone by. The future for Amateur Radio on HF really looks bleak
for city-dwellers. The authorities seem totally disinterested in the effective “loss” of
the natural resource of the HF radio spectrum.
Amateur Radio is a small world
By chance the recent 3B7A St Brandon was due to take place just a couple of
weeks after my visit to Mauritius. The 3B7A operators would be spending a few days
in Mauritius after their St Brandon operation. They had all applied for separate 3B8/-call-signs. In a small way I was able to help out with this by visiting the local licensing
authority (ICTA) and make the payments on their behalf for their licences so that the
3B8/-- licences could be emailed to the team before they left France. Quaintly the
ICTA still prefers for visitor Amateur Radio licences to be paid for locally in cash.
One of the 3B7A team was Vincent F4BKV with whom I had travelled to Pitcairn
(VP6T) in 2012. Small world indeed. I only hope that the ride that the 3B7A team had
across to St Brandon and back was not as uncomfortable and as scary as the four-day
rough return sailing that the VP6T Pitcairn team had had six years earlier!

MARTS meeting – March 2018
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CLUB LOG CORNER
WHITELISTING

ALAN JUBB, 5B4AHJ

From time to time, I write about items concerning the
internal workings of the DXCC entity and CQ zone mapping
functionality of Club Log. This article looks at whitelisting.
Whitelisting is used by Club Log to improve the accuracy of
the Most-Wanted List (MWL) [1]. The aim of whitelisting is to
remove the impact that busted calls have on the ranking of an
entity in the MWL. This is achieved by restricting the mapping of
calls for the entity to those calls that have a callsign exception. Thus, a call of 4B4AHJ
(busted 5B4AHJ) will not be mapped to Revilla Gigedo (which is a whitelisted entity WLE) as there is no callsign exception for 4B4AHJ. The QSO with that call will be
flagged, and mapped as Invalid.
It should therefore be evident that to whitelist an entity, it is necessary to have a
known list of callsigns that have been active from the entity, together with a set of
known operational dates. That is the bare minimum requirement. However, I also
prefer to add a note to Call Tester with some background information about the
operation, together with one or more QSL images.
Thus, in summary, to whitelist an entity, the following are required:
 a list of all known calls, with operational dates, that have operated from the
WLE
 background information
 a QSL image
In addition, a page is created for the WLE on the Club Log Helpdesk.
Selecting an entity to whitelist
Currently, due to the amount of work involved, whitelisting is restricted to topfifty entities in the MWL. A top-fifty entity is chosen, often following the
announcement of a DXpedition operation to the entity, or in the planning stages. The
MWL shows which entities are whitelisted.
Creating the whitelist
The creation of the whitelist for an entity usually requires a great deal of
painstaking work. My preferred approach is a three-pass one, first by creating a
preliminary list of known good calls, researching each call for dates and QSL images,
and then repeating the process for less obvious calls, and finally, clearing up the
residual remains.
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First pass - creating the preliminary callsign list – the easy bit!
Having created the bare bones of the Helpdesk page, I trawl through the main online QSL libraries, primarily Hamgallery by Tom, K8CX and Les Nouvelles DX by Jean
Michel, F6AJA, adding the calls on QSLs found there to the embryonic Helpdesk web
page. I also check my own, limited, QSL collection, which occasionally turns up new
ones.
Determining operational dates
Operational dates may be determined by:
 From a Club Log log-search or other on-line log - finding these is a eureka
event!
 From information printed on a QSL card – another eureka event.
 From DX newsletters – taken with a pinch of salt – actual dates may have
been different to announced planned dates due to unforeseen
circumstances.
 From write-ups of the expedition in magazines and other publications.
 By emailing the DXpedition QSL manager or other team member.
 By inspection of the Club Log QSO database – a last resort – must be wary of
busted dates, which can be a major problem.
Making the Call Tester entries
Once the callsigns and operational dates have been determined, one or more
exceptions are added to the mapping database for each known good call. Whilst
researching these dates, background data is often found, which is recorded in a note
and added to Call Tester. QSL images are also added to the note at this point, as is a
link to the note from the Helpdesk page.
Second pass - creating the near-final callsign list - the interesting bit!
A good start has been made by creating the preliminary callsign list. However,
there are always operations for which there is no QSL exhibited in the main QSL
galleries. How are these found?
One of several Club Log tools which are available for the use of Club Log admin.
staff is a tool which lists a summary of all callsigns which map to the entity of
interest. The data is summarized per year and lists all calls for which one or more
QSOs have been uploaded, as well as the number of uploaded QSOs for the call in the
year. In addition, if an exception exists, the exception’s date bounds are listed. The
summary also gives QSL statistics for the call in the year, and indicates whether or
not a Call Tester note exists. Thus, from the list produced by the tool it is possible to
identify calls for which there is no exception, but for which there are QSOs. These
calls are candidates for further research. The calls may not always end up being
whitelisted, for example if the call turns out to be busted.
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On the second pass, the research focus is on calls that don’t yet have exceptions
but have five or more uploaded QSOs. Google gets heavily over-worked in this
research! The lack of any Google search results for a call isn’t necessarily the end of
the road. In these cases. E-mails are sent to a few users who have uploaded QSOs
which are flagged as confirmed. This sometimes yields a QSL, confirming that the
operation did actually take place. Another indicator that an operation probably took
place is the existence of a QSL manager, which is sometimes the only result that
Google yields for the call of interest.
If the conclusion of this research is that the call is busted, then a note will usually
be added to Call Tester indicating the most likely correct call.
Pass three – mopping up the dregs - the tedious bit!
The third pass deals with the residue, i.e. those calls for which there are less than
five uploaded QSOs. There are usually lots of these. Google often yields nothing for
these calls, and the chance of the call being for a real operation is low, but is still a
possibility. If one or more of the QSOs is shown as confirmed, an e-mail is sent to the
user who uploaded the QSO, which sometimes yields a positive result. One example
of these calls in the “real“ category is when a DXpedition team member uses his own
call (with appropriate prefix), instead of the DXpedition call, for a quick QSO with his
mate back home.
Final review and turning on whitelisting for the entity.
At this point, the whitelisting process for the entity is pretty much complete, but
some final checks are carried out. All links to Call Tester from the Helpdesk web page
are checked. All exception dates are checked for typos. Finally, an e-mail is sent to
Michael, G7VJR requesting that whitelisting is turned on for the entity, which then
becomes a WLE. At this point, Michael will invalidate existing QSOs that are not
whitelisted.
Impact of whitelisting
Whitelisting certainly improves the accuracy of the MWE, as it is intended to do.
The position of the WLE in the MWL is often affected quite substantially. For
example, once whitelisted, Revilla Gigedo moved up the MWL by about ten places.
There is still a lot of work to be done whitelisting more top-fifty entities. Plans for this
year include making YV0, PY0S & PY0T WLEs. From time to time, calls turn up which
had no QSOs in the Club Log QSO database at the time the entity was whitelisted,
one such example, which recently came to light, was a /KH3 call which was used
briefly before a WH3 call was issued. We encourage users to advise the Club Log
team, via a Helpdesk support ticket, if Club Log is missing a call for the WLE. That is
what happened with the /KH3 call mentioned above.
Thank you to Michael, G7VJR for proof-reading this article.
[1] https://clublog.org/mostwanted.php
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QRP FOCUS
DAVE SERGEANT, G3YMC

Perhaps the less said about conditions the better. There were a
few good days but they have been the exception and it seems we
are going to have many months of days with zero sunspots. It is not
a good time for the QRP DXer. I did catch QSOs with 3C3W, 3C0W,
TN5R and TJ2TT but otherwise it was mainly Europeans in the
G3YMC log - always hoping.
Contests
The main contest this time round was BERU. I say ‘main’ but in reality it was quite
disappointing with poor conditions and a solar disturbance. A meagre 26 QSOs from
G3YMC puts it into perspective. Congratulations though to Dom M1KTA who this year
wins the Lilliput QRP trophy for his trip to C6AKT, showing what can be done with
QRP if you are in a wanted place – and I didn’t even manage to get him in the YMC
log.
The following was received from Steve G0KYA to show the perspective from
another QRPer. We ended up neck and neck in the results with me beating Steve by
just ten points for fourth place.
I took part in the 2018 Commonwealth Contest. This was always going to be a
casual entry as I had other things to get on with over the weekend, not least was
helping tidy the house for Mothers’ Day on Sunday!
I decided to enter the QRP category with a maximum of 5W. One reason was I
knew that Dave G3YMC had won the category last year with 30 QSOs. I mean, how
hard can it be to beat 30 Qs with 5W? Answer: very hard apparently!
I got going with 20m and quickly worked four stations in Malta and Cyprus. I also
cracked off some of the UK HQ stations on 80m for 25pts apiece.
The afternoon saw openings to Canada, which brought in a few VEs. I was also
happy to work ZF2CA in the Cayman Islands and G3TXF on Mauritius.
Ionospheric propagation conditions were lousy with no sunspots and a
geomagnetic disturbance the night before. Fifteen metres was pretty much closed so
it was an 80, 40 and 20m-only event.
What you quickly realise is that many stations are using the full legal limit, so
might be running 400-1,000W. If they aren’t very strong they probably won’t hear
your 5W QRP station - fact of life!
So there were lots of “NR?” being sent for repeats, if they came back at all.
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I went to bed about 23:30hrs and set to again at 06:45hrs. At that time 20m was
dead, but there were some 40m and 80m contacts to be had and I managed to get VE
in the log again. I also swept up the remaining G, GD, GI, GJ, GM and GW HQ stations
as these were quite easy with 5W.
The antennas were my loft-mounted fan dipoles for 40-10m, which beat the
outdoor multiband 80-10m end-fed half wave and W5GI dipole on 20m - go figure. I
used the EFHW or W5GI for 40m and 80m, depending on which gave the best signal.
The “nearly” category included QSOs with Singapore, Australia, Gibraltar, New
Zealand and Zambia - I just wasn’t loud enough. But hey, Cayman Islands, Canada,
and Mauritius on 5W will do me!
Next year if I do it again with 5W I might put up a monoband 20m EFHW and
perhaps use my Yaesu FT-817 (I didn't have a CAT cable for it), although the IC-756
Pro3 band scope is handy and it is an excellent rig, even when backed off to 5W.
Logging/keying was with N1MM+, which worked flawlessly.
All good fun and 30 Qs won’t win it, but my unconfirmed overall score was higher
than the Dave’s 2017 winning score, so not too shabby!
The Commonwealth Contest is a great one-weekend opportunity for UK stations to
work DX with no big pileups.
The only other major contest I did was the Russian DX where I had 218 QSOs – a
reasonable attempt but I not a fan of chasing Russian oblasts and again DX was hard
to find. Let us see what happens in CQWPX at the end of May and whether 15m will
show any life.
FT8 for QRPers
One of the virtues of FT8 and other WSJT modes is that they can copy signals well
below the noise and so in theory should be a good choice for us QRPers. So to what
extent are QRPers using it? I decided to ask on the GQRP reflector, where else. I had
a mix of replies. Some are using it and seem to be getting good results. Quite a lot
more have tried it and decided it is not for them. A significant number say that
because most FT8 operators run at QRO those running 5W don’t get a look in and can
work nothing. Quite a lot say they have no interest and won’t be using it. However
looking at the overall number of replies it does not seem GQRP members are rushing
to join in.
The jury is out, it is clear that FT8 and its possible successors have changed the
face of DXing. But whether the current fascination will continue or whether there will
be a return to more traditional modes remains to be seen. Personally I continue to
give it a wide berth.
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PHONE CONTESTING TIPS FOR DX CONTESTS
ANDY FABER, AE6Y
[This article first appeared in JUG – the journal of the Northern California Contest Club and is
reproduced with the author’s permission]]

This article is prompted by the recent WPX SSB contest, in
which I worked thousands of guys from Aruba as P49Y, which
engendered much reflection (and teeth-gnashing, to be sure)
about how U.S. hams can be best understood from the DX end.
I’m not addressing this to relatively clear channel domestic
contests but to the situation where you are trying to get
through to a DX station that may be hearing a pileup, plus
noise, ear-splitting splatter from adjacent stations and all of the
other sonic annoyances that make many contesters prefer CW.
If there is no pileup and you know the DX station can hear you completely clearly,
then you’ll get through regardless, but if not, here are some suggestions:
First, be sure you are calling on his exact frequency. In CW contests, it can be
helpful to separate yourself from the pack by calling off frequency, but that’s not true
in SSB. Off frequency stations sound distorted and are hard to understand. The DX
station may well come back to a weaker but more intelligible station that is on
frequency, even if you are louder. In order to work you, he has to figure out which
way to adjust the RIT, and then go ahead and do it. A tired operator on the other end
may just not bother, until he has worked everyone else.
Second, make sure your audio is clean. It’s so much easier to understand clear
audio, even if it is weaker than a louder, distorted signal. KH7XS mentioned in his
3830 posting that this year there particularly seemed to be over-processed signals
coming from South America and I noticed the same thing. It used to be that the
Italians were the worst offenders but they seem to be better now. This weekend, the
Cubans were particularly hard to understand. The prize for the easiest audio to
understand goes each contest to the hams from the British Isles. The Gs, Ms and their
derivatives invariably have very clean (and usually nicely treble) audio that can be
understood even when the signal doesn’t budge the S-meter. On several occasions I
chose a weak but clear Brit over a loud, but distorted, competitor.
OK, so you have a clean signal and are calling on frequency, now how do you get
the information through, both your call sign and your contact number (for WPX)?
Here are some tips:
If you are loud enough and have an easily recognizable call, you can skip
phonetics. So this weekend, when K1AR called, he was easy to pick out; same for
K3UA, K3ZO, N6AA and a few others. But for most guys, and when in doubt, use
phonetics. Endless bandwidth has been expended on the subject of phonetics and
people have differing opinions on the topic, but here are my thoughts from being on
the DX end:
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The first thing to understand is that the standard, “recommended” international
alphabet works dismally in marginal conditions. The words are too short, and some
don’t have unique sounds. Generally speaking, the one-syllable, words just get lost,
while the two syllable words are better, and the longer ones are even better.
Thus, one-syllable words like “Fox”, “Golf” and “Mike” are horrible. Some of the
two syllable ones are OK (e.g., “Hotel” and “Quebec”), but others, such as “Alpha”
and “Delta”, or “X-ray” and “Echo”, “Kilo” and “Tango” sound very similar, so are
easily confused. I worked a guy with the suffix XXE, and had to get a number of
repeats until he finally said “X-Ray X-ray Ecuador” which did the trick.
There are two basic cures for these problems. The first is only to use these
crummy phonetics the first time as a trial. If the DX station asks for a repeat, say your
call twice, once with the standard phonetics and once with different ones. Don’t just
keep repeating your call the same way. Something in either the way you say it or the
way the DX hears it is creating ambiguity. If you keep repeating the call the same
way, it may well be that part of it is just hard to decipher, and it may not get any
easier.
If the DX station is a good English speaker, then custom phonetics may work, such
as “King George Six...” In fact when I thought a KK4 station was a K4, he used a very
effective 6 phonetic, “King Kong Four...” WA2JQK uses “Jack Queen King” in domestic
contests, but that won’t work well for non-native speakers. The Wyoming station
N7MZW uses “Many Zebras Walking” sometimes domestically, but I noticed he was
using normal phonetics in WPX.
The second approach is to switch to the geographical phonetic alphabet. This
features longer and more distinctive-sounding words, which are much easier to
understand. For example if your suffix is, say, HLF, then you can say “Hotel Lima Fox,”
then try “Honolulu London Florida.” When I give my call with last letter “Yankee” and
get asked for a repeat it works much better to say “Last letter Yankee”, last letter
Yokohama.” Many of the geographic phonetics work particularly well for speakers of
Romance languages like Spanish and Italian (e.g., terms like “Guatemala”,
“Nicaragua” and “Santiago”). There are a few letters for which there are not good
geographic equivalents. Obviously, “X-ray” is one of them. For “Echo”, “England” is
sometimes used, but “Ecuador” is better. Although “London” and “Lima” are both
geographic terms, “London” is much better. And “Denmark Mexico” is many times
superior to “Delta Mike.”
Numbers in the call sign can also cause trouble. What if the station comes back to
“K3” instead of “K6”? In general, just try to repeat the number, but if he still doesn’t
get it, you can try counting, e.g. “Kilo Six, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.” Or for us West Coasters,
“Kilo Six in California, West Coast” can be useful.
This brings me to the subject of numbers in exchanges like WPX. I commented in
a 3830 post a few years ago that the English numbers that everyone uses are just too
ambiguous, most of them being plain too short. I recommended using some Spanish
numbers, like “cuatro” and “ocho”, but that suggestion went nowhere so I hereby
drop it, unless you are trying to get through to a native Spanish or Italian speaker. In
fact, in WPX, I just couldn’t understand a number from a CO8 station with terrible
audio. I kept asking, “your number 424?”, “your number 242?”, “your number 224”,
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etc. Normally, one doesn’t confuse “two” and “four,” but this guy’s audio was driving
me crazy and I wasn’t sure how well he understood me either. Finally I had the
presence of mind to ask in Spanish, and when he said “dos cuatro cuatro,” he was in
the log. If he had said that in the beginning I would have understood him in spite of
his maladjusted audio.
One source of confusion for the DX station is not knowing how many digits there
are, particularly later in the contest when a number can have 1, 2, 3 or 4 digits. There
are a couple of ways to help. For example: suppose the DX station thinks he hears
“[garble] six six” and he asks:”your number six six?” If your number is just 6, you can
say to be helpful “Negative. My number zero zero six, number six.” Adding the word
“number” in front of the digit indicates there are no missing digits. If your number is
66, just say “Roger, roger.” If it’s 56, say “Negative, number five six, fifty-six.” If it’s
256, say, “Negative. Number two five six, two fifty-six (or even “two hundred and
fifty-six”). I know we were taught that it is incorrect to say “two hundred and fiftysix,” and we should just say “two hundred fifty-six,” but using the “and” makes it
more intelligible.
In general, it’s usually best to say your number twice, in two different ways. For
example it’s often hard to discern “two three” from “three three”. So you can say:
“five nine, two three, twenty-three,” since “twenty” and thirty” sound very different.
Similarly, if your number is 15 and you say “one five”, that might be confused with
“one nine”, so say “one five, fifteen.” If it’s late in the contest and you might be
expected to have a three-digit number you can say “zero two three, only twentythree” And if you have a one digit number late in the contest, it’s best to add zeros,
saying, e.g., “zero zero nine, number nine”, not just “nine.”
I hope these tips from the DX end are helpful. They should be even more useful in
the next few years, as declining sunspots force us increasingly into the QRM alleys of
20 and 40 meters

THE CDXC DIGITAL DIARY
ROGER COOKE, G3LDI
A Hunting we will go!
Yes, you guessed it; I’m talking about the latest FT8 development –
The Fox and Hounds Mode!
It’s probably quite fortuitous that this mode is being “tested” at
this time and not during a major DXpedition like Bouvet. Judging by
the problems that can be seen on the 7Q7EI expedition, it would have
been a real mess! Malawi is not that rare anyway, but I guess for some people it is
still on the wanted list. However, the new Fox and Hounds mode is NOT like normal
FT8, although lots of people are trying to work them using the normal mode.
It is always advisable to RTFM in cases like this – Read The Fabulous Manual – in
case you had not heard of RTFM. It’s not what you were thinking, although I bet that
version has been mentioned a few times at 7Q7EI!
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The main problem is that there is a version to download on the Princeton site and
I have been as guilty as anybody else and downloaded and installed it. It is on the
WSJT-X site and is V1.9.0 rc3 R8576.
It has to be configured correctly and used in HOUND mode. ONLY DX stations can
use the FOX mode. I did configure it and use it to work 7Q7EI on Top Band, and must
admit was not too enamoured with it. Using it as a HOUND should do, you get eight
attempts at connecting and receiving a confirmation of a QSO. However, it is not
obvious that you have had a QSO and indeed you don’t really know if you have, until
you see the RR73 and a prompt to log the contact. I did not derive very much
satisfaction out of the QSO itself. Had I worked 7Q7EI on CW, I would have known. I
could read him and copy my call and report and I would have felt more in control.
With this mode it is not that straightforward.
There are a different set of suggested working frequencies too, so that the
DXpedition mode can be separated from the normal FT8 mode. It would pay to read
the user guide for this mode before calling blind. Download the PDF file, read and
digest.
https://physics.princeton.edu/pulsar/k1jt/FT8_DXpedition_Mode.pdf
Having said all that, there is a message on the WSJT-X site that says we should not
be using it yet as it is still under development. It says it is a beta release and only to
be used in limited, controlled settings, for testing only. There are some release notes
with it, so they should be studied BEFORE using it in any situation.
I think that, unless P5 comes on the air with it, I shall leave the developers to
develop it until it IS available for general release. If Bouvet does come on the air
again at least there will be a lot of customers already versed in the Fox and Hounds
mode, so the QRM should be a lot less.
There was a test of the Fox and Hounds mode on Saturday April 7th on 20 metres.
I didn’t take part because I was cutting grass all the afternoon, but a few G stations
did participate and among those was Dave G3UEG. He quotes:
“I also operated for the Fox & Hounds test for about 3/4 of the time. I was using
100w to a low 20m vertical with elevated radials at 2m.
The first 40mins with W1/KH7Z looked very much like I expected it to look. I got a
response eventually, but it did not complete.
I know that when the Hound gets a call, the Hound freq is moved down to
between 300 & 900. I noticed that after the first repeat from the Fox, my Hound
frequency was moved again and after that I lost the QSO.
Once K1JT took over at 14.37 things seemed to look different, and also later when
W7/KH7Z took over.
Sometimes I stopped getting any decodes at all in the Band Activity window
(Longest gap 3 mins). I stopped seeing any more decodes in the form
OZ7AMG RR73; G4KLA <W1/KH7Z> -24
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I was just seeing them in the form
DL6AST KH7Z -16
My waterfall display was bright red in the 300-500 range, less so between 500 and
900, but quite sparse above 1000. It looked to me that a significant number of people
were calling the Fox below 500.
One recommendation would be that the Fox calls CQ a bit more often, to give a
reference point and current SNR.
Could more use be made of the 500 to 900 range. Is it important for the Hounds to be
aware if the Fox moves freq? When W1/KH7Z moved freq it took me a while to spot
the new freq, but I don't know if it matters? I would be interested to know why the
way the system worked looked different after K1JT and W7/KH7Z took over.
I can see the benefit if the Fox mode is used for major DXpeditions. But I am a bit
concerned about future use of the Fox mode if used in an uncontrolled way, say by
several DXpeditions simultaneously.”
I can see Dave’s point here. I worked the 7Q7 and was unaware of where he was
anyway. A lot of reading and practice needs to be done before jumping in otherwise
it will degenerate into nothing more than a mess. However, that is what practice is
all about, improving all the time, so eventually I can see the theoretical rate being
achieved so long as everybody uses the same software and abides by the protocol.
Plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose
There has been lots of rhetoric written and spoken about FT8, the latest from the
JT stable of programs within the WSJT-X suite. You could say that this is inevitable,
horrors of horrors, it’s NEW and has attracted lots of users AND it utilises computers,
so it MUST be bad!











We have seen it all before, no matter what innovation we look at.
To name a few from my own experience.
I made a four-bank memory keyer for NFD. That’s cheating, use the key!
I got a Creed 7B and onto RTTY. We don’t want jingle-bells on our bands.
I built an SSB exciter. We don’t want duck-talk on our bands.
So it goes on and on.
Personally, I have no time for remote operation. That also leads to cheating.
I have no interest in SO2R. That’s my problem due to old age!! I can’t handle
it. I still think there should be separate categories for SO2R because it’s unfair
competition.
I don’t operate DMR, use repeaters, slow-scan, fast-scan or echolink, but
these are all part of our hobby. I just get on with my own world and do what I
want to do.
FT8 is a marmite mode. You either like it or loathe it, but it’s not going away.

JTDX
There is another update available, this time it’s 18.1.0.80. This is being updated
all the time so it would pay to keep an eye on it. Don’t use this however, to try and
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work a DX station using Fox and Hounds, it does not work. This is for regular FT8
contacts only.
RTTY DXCC TABLE - ALL-TIME SCORES
I received a couple of updates and have adjusted the table. One was from Keith
G6NHU and the other from David G3YYD. Let me have your updated RTTY score when
you do have a change please. I think there are two reasons why input is slow. One is
the migration of RTTY ops to FT8 ant the other is the poor propagation. Obviously
someone is still using RTTY however!
NAME / CALL SIGN

WORKED CONFIRMED

NAME / CALL SIGN

WORKED CONFIRMED

STEVE

N3SL

346

346

DAVID

G3YYD

270

244

ALEX

YO9HP

332

332

AL

GW3SFC

240

238

IAN

G3KZR

323

323

CHRIS

G8APB

250

230

TOM

GM4FDM

322

321

JOHN

G7SSE

215

200

VILNIS

YL2KF

306

PHIL

ZL3PAH

220

192

311

300

CHRIS/G8APB/M0A

171

159

DAI

MW0CRI

JOHN

GW4SKA

298

298

GORDON G3PXT

187

158

NAND

VU2NKS

295

294

ANDREW G8GNI

159

153

PHIL

GU0SUP

293

292

KEITH

G6NHU

155

139

ROGER

G3LDI

284

268

PETER

G3VPS

216

76

RICH

W3ACO

249

248

Gordon G3PXT has been as busy as ever, and even though he uses FT8 a lot, he
also uses the other data modes, so to alleviate any fear that FT8 is “taking over the
asylum” Gordon has produced another list of stations worked.
The following have all been worked on RTTY during 2018.
15m: 3C0W, 7Q7ER, CX2AQ, TN5R, YD2XVT.
20M: 6W/IV3SFG, C6AUM, E21YDP, HI3T, HK3W, HS3NBR, HV5PUL, JA6GCE, JA6ZPR,
JY4CI, LW4LC, P49X, PJ5/SP2FUD, PJ5/SP9FLD, TN5R, YB0NDT, ZL4NR.
40m: E2X, YC4GBN, YV4DHS.
Winter woes
This winter has been particularly hard, lots of wind and snow. We have about a
foot of snow here in Norfolk and some very cold and hard east winds. In this part of
the UK, the wind is like a knife with sub-zero temps and wind chill.
I lost a P60, which was supporting the far end of my rhombic, so that is now just a
V-beam with bits on the ends! Just another job to add to my antenna work. I am now
looking for another tower!
John, GW4SKA had even worse luck! He lost a beam. Although it has put him off
the air, at least it does look repairable. Did your antennas survive? Share your
problems, send a picture.
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BARTG HF test March
I decided to operate the six hour slot for this one, just enough for me. I looked at
the propagation, and what bands would probably be best and when to split up the six
hours accordingly. In the event, I worked 335 Qs and looking at the submitted logs, I
look to be leading! It really was a close run thing however! My Q total was 335 and
2nd place was 334 with third place at 333. I am dependant on my log now!
John GW4SKA says:
I managed to get my hexbeam up for the contest, after the storm damage to the
Optibeam. It’s difficult to know how well the Hexbeam worked as the contest was
always going to be a struggle in the present conditions. Running in the 100w class
didn’t help either! Anyway the end result was not too bad with six continents and
700+ QSOs.
It was great to see the British stations doing well. David G3YYD/M7T had over
1000 QSOs, running SO2R in the SOAB section. Then there was Roger G3LDI, getting
too old for a full 30 hours, but leading the six hour class with a very good total of 335
Qs. It looks a bit tight in that class though, with the top three stations on 335, 334 and
333 Qs. How good is your logging, Roger?
There has been a lot of discussion about timing jitter on FSK transmissions, due to
the way Windows works. All very interesting, but why this obsession with using FSK?
It used to be the best way to send RTTY but not now. DOOK produces the tightest,
cleanest signal. Most stations are already set up for other data modes which use AFSK
so why switch to FSK just for RTTY?
The quality of the transmitted signal is not just important to avoid interference
with other stations. I like to think that all my 100W is used producing 2 RTTY tones,
not being wasted around the edges of a wide transmission.
Chris G8APB had some domestic engineering to do under instructions so did not
take part fully, just dished out a few points! Keep her sweet Chris!
BARTG WEB SITE
At long last I am very happy to report that BARTG now has a new website. The
address is still the same, www.bartg.org.uk but the site has been redesigned by our
new Web-master, Mark G0LGJ. Mark is an IT professional and a busy boy, so we have
been patient, waiting for him to complete it. There are a few teething problems, but
it is much more attractive and a lot easier to navigate. We are open to suggestions,
comments, pictures eyc. so we can get some interesting material on there. Please
send material for the web site to: webmaster@bartg.org.uk
Full details of the other committee members and their email addresses can be
found on the committee pages.
See you on the Green Keys
Please send reports and pictures to roger@g3ldi.co.uk
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IOTA NEWS
ROGER BALISTER-, G3KMA, IOTA PROGRAMME ADMINISTRATOR
2018 IOTA Honour Roll - Annual Listings
The 2018 Honour Roll and Annual Listings have been posted on
the IOTA website at www.iota-world.org. 221 record holders have
scores of 1000 or more IOTA groups and 562 of at least 750 groups
which is the number required for the IOTA Plaque. Congratulations to
all who have joined the IOTA family or updated in the last year.
New IOTA Directory and the Last Paper Edition
The Spring 2018 IOTA Directory is now available. This will be the last paper edition
as all future editions will only be available online. The reduction is the print run and
consequently sales occasioned by the Internet has made this move inevitable.
This edition contains the complete, official listing of IOTA islands as well as
everything you need to participate in IOTA. Included in the colour section are
fascinating reports on several rare IOTA operations from Ashmore Reef, an Australian
external territory in a highly sensitive area of the Timor Sea, Bhola Island and St
Martin’s Island, two Bangladeshi islands in different IOTA groups, Pukapuka Atoll in
the North Cooks, Busuanga Island in the Philippines and Mokil Island in the Federated
States of Micronesia.
The Directory has on this occasion been published by the new company, IOTA Ltd,
and not by the RSGB. It is available at a price of £12 plus P & P, paid via PayPal to
islandsontheair@outlook.com. UK-based members should add £3.00 for packaging
and postage (EU £4.00 and Rest of World £5.00). Make sure to include in the
comments field “2018 IOTA Directory” and your callsign and address to identify you.
It’s best also to send an email to Roger Balister, G3KMA at g3kma@dsl.pipex.com to
alert him of your order.
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AERIAL COUPLERS/ATUS/TRANSMATCHES - CALL
THEM WHAT YOU WILL
PETER E. CHADWICK G3RZP
[This article first appeared in Signal the Journal of the Vintage and Military Amateur
Radio Society,]
Opinions vary about these devices, varying from my
‘antennas are resonant so I don’t need one’ which illustrates a
degree of ignorance - because an antenna can be resonant and
still lead to a very high SWR on the feeder - to ‘I always use one’.
Another complication is the transceiver with a built in automatic
tuner, which may or may not be able to convert the impedance
presented to it by the feeder into that which the transmitter
wishes to see. A further (but not primary) reason for their use is with older
transmitters (and some newer ones, especially from the US where the requirements
are less stringent) in meeting the regulatory requirements regarding harmonics.
Introduction
The primary purpose of the coupler is make the impedance at the end of the
feedline one that the transmitter wishes to see – usually these days, 50Ω, but 75Ω
was fairly common in the 1950s and early 60s. This is often called ‘matching the
transmitter’, with the implication that it is a Thévenin match i.e. the load impedance
is equal to the complex conjugate of the source (transmitter) impedance. By complex
conjugate, it is meant that the inductive and capacitive reactances of source and load
cancel. Interestingly, Hermann von Helmholtz used the principle some 30 years
before Leon Thévenin set forth the theorem in a clear manner. The question arises as
to whether or not the transmitter is a sufficiently linear system for the principle to
apply. It seems that most transmitters with a linear amplifier are but transmitters
with a Class C final stage generally are not.
A generalised equivalent series circuit of an antenna is shown in Fig 1: it could be
represented as the same basic components but with different values in parallel.
Figure 1
Generalised antenna equivalent
circuit

A resonant antenna is one where the L and C reactances are equal, while the
resistor represents a number of resistances in series – this is the radiation resistance,
which is 1) the real part of the impedance measured at a current maximum and is the
part that radiates the energy; 2) the resistive loss in the antenna and end insulators;
3) the induced loss caused by nearby RF absorbing objects such as close trees to a
vertical; 4)ground loss in the case of antennas fed against earth, such as verticals,
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inverted L and T antennas and random length wires fed against earth rather than
those fed against a counterpoise, such as the W3EDP.
Series and Parallel equivalences
At any one frequency, a resistance and reactance in series have a ‘dual’, that is a
parallel resistance and reactance that, as far as measurements at that frequency are
concerned, give exactly the same impedance. It is this duality that makes the analysis
of coupler designs possible. The equations for this transformation are:-

where Rs and Rp are, respectively, the series and parallel resistances and Xs and Xp
the corresponding reactances.
The ‘L’ Network
The simplest impedance transforming network is the L network, Fig.2, requiring
one capacitor and one inductor to transform ‘any’ impedance to, for example, 50Ω,
they need to be arranged in one or more ways.

Figure 2. The L-network

The network in Fig 2 transforms the resistance at the load into a higher resistance
at the input. This is because the inductance in series with the resistance is equivalent
to a different inductance with larger resistance in parallel - Fig 3 and equation 2.

Figure 3.
The series-parallel equivalence

The values of the inductance and resistance are such that the Q in both cases is
the same – otherwise there would not be equivalence.
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Having transformed the resistance to the required parallel resistance, the
addition of a parallel capacitor causes resonance and the result is a purely resistive
load presented to the RF source.
Figure 4.
The addition of a shunt capacitor
tunes the circuit to resonance and sees
the resistor value tramsformed.

In order to transform any impedance without needing an excessive range of
values of inductance and capacitance, four different circuit arrangements are
required - see figs 2 and 5a, b and c.

Figure 5a (left) and 5b (right). High load resistance to
low input resistance.

The captions are somewhat simplified since
each configuration has a fairly wide range of
impedance transformation ability, capable of
handling various amounts of inductive and
capacitive loads. The actual boundaries of the
impedances that can be transformed for each
circuit configuration are best demonstrated by
the use of Smith Charts, which is a topic beyond
Figure 5c. Low input resistance to
high load resistance
the scope of this article. For those interested, in
this writer’s opinion, by far the best book on the
subject is ‘Electronic Applications of the Smith Chart’ by Phillip H. Smith, published by
various US publishers over the years: now (2018) it is apparently out of print and
copies are selling for hundreds of pounds on the second hand market, but the local
library may be able to obtain a copy on loan.
Notice that some networks have a series inductance and shunt capacitance: this
means increased discrimination against frequencies above the working frequency i.e.
a Low Pass characteristic, which can help with obtaining the necessary harmonic
suppression. The other - or ‘dual’ circuits – have a High Pass characteristic, which can
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be useful in those locations where there are strong broadcast stations present in the
Long or Medium wavebands.
The general equations for determining the value of components in the L network
are:-

It should be noted that the working
Q of the L network is dependent on the
impedance transformation ratio, and
that high values of working Q can
prove to have higher losses – doubling
the working Q doubles the current in
an inductor or capacitor, and so
increases losses by a factor of 4.
Figure 6. Generic L-network for equations 3
and 4.

Figure 7. The author’s remotely
controlled L-match tuner for 160
and 80m

Figure 7 shows a remotely controlled L-match
tuner relay switched between 160 and 80 metres for a
folded unipole vertical antenna having a high feedpoint impedance –over 1200  with appreciable
reactance and thus being required to handle high
voltages and currents. Note that there is provision for
local control for fault finding and testing. Mounted
outdoors in a weatherproof GRP (Glass Reinforced
Polyester) cabinet, it also contains a 47  metal-clad
resistor screwed to the metal base plate and
permanently dissipating some 12 W to maintain a
substantially condensation-free interior. The
components were chosen to handle the high voltages
and currents that can be present when feeding highimpedance highly reactive loads.
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Balanced Loads and L networks

Figure 8. L-network for feeding balanced
loads

When feeding a balanced load, one
approach is to use a balun (Balance to
unbalance transformer) at the output of the
L network. This can be unsatisfactory in that
the balun is unlikely to be the correct
impedance, and so may well be subject to
excessive voltages or currents. The best
approach is to use a current balun at the
input of the network and a balanced
network, as in Fig 8.

Pi and T networks
By adding a third variable to transform the L network to a pi or T form (figs 9a and
b), the matching range is considerably extended, and many commercial aerial
couplers do this. However, with some load impedances, it is possible to adjust the
variables such that large currents flow in the coupler circuit itself, and very little in
the desired load. This is especially so in the T. In general, it is best to have the
capacitors at the largest capacity value that enables a low input VSWR to be
obtained.

Figure 9a. The pi-network

Figure 9b. The T-network

Again it should be noted that the pi-network has a low pass transfer function,
while the T network has a high pass function. One use of pi-networks is in the input
circuit of a grounded grid valved linear amplifier. In a Class AB amplifier, the anode
and cathode currents have an appreciable second harmonic component,
approximately 6dB below the fundamental current. Especially with solid state
exciters, which may object to a load with a high SWR, the pi network has the
advantage that the output capacitor of the pi can be connected between cathode
and earth right at the valve holder where the network is band switched, at least the
capacitor for the highest frequency band can be placed there. Such networks are
usually designed for a working Q of about 2 to 3.
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Whereas the working Q in an L network is determined by the impedance
transformation ratio, in the case of the pi or T networks, the value of Q is another
variable that can be chosen in the design stage. There are thus four variables –
working Q, and the physical values for the inductors and capacitors - these are of
course interdependent.
The Z match
The Z match first appeared in the US in the early 1950s. At the time, the use of
the ‘multiband tank circuit’ (fig 10) was popular - this was a circuit where one control
covered all the HF bands.
The principle of the multiband tank circuit is
simple: L1 with C1a and C1b in series tunes the HF
bands, with L2 having little effect, while on the LF
bands, L1 looks like a long lead connecting C1a and
C1b in parallel. By correctly proportioning the
components, there is a single control circuit that
can tune 3.5 to 30 MHz. One drawback is that when
used as the tank circuit in a power amplifier stage,
careful design is needed so that the resonant
frequencies of the HF circuit do not coincide with
Figure 10. The multiband tank
the harmonics of the LF circuit. Multiband tank
circuit
circuits of this sort were more popular in the US
than the UK, and were commercially available from National. This is the basis of the Z
match tuner – see fig 11.
L1 and L1a form an RF transformer with approximately a 1:1 ratio: typical values
for operation from 80 to 10metres are for
L1, 5 turns of 14swg or 2mm wire, with L1
being 2.5 inches in diameter and L1a being
3 inches in diameter, mounted coaxially,
with a turns spacing of about 1 wire
diameter. L2 is also 2.5 inches diameter,
and consists of 8 turns, again 14swg or
2.0mm, with a turns spacing of one wire
diameter. L2a is 6 turns of 3 inches
diameter, again mounted coaxially with L2.
Figure 11. The Z-match aerial coupler
C1 is about 250pF per section and C2 is
500pF.
Consider operation on higher frequency bands. The antenna impedance is
transformed by the RF transformer to appear in series with L1, while C1a and C1b in
series tune the circuit to somewhere near resonance. L2 effectively reduces to some
extent the effective capacity of C1b and the inductive reactance across C1b is then
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converted into a low input resistance to the tuner by C2. On the lower frequency
bands, L1 reduces the effective capacity of C1a and that, in parallel with C1b and the
transformed impedance of the antenna with the inductance of L2 again produces an
inductive impedance, which C2 again transforms to a low input resistance.
The working Q of the tuned circuits is dependent upon the coupling factor of the
RF transformers and the actual antenna impedance is therefore not under the control
of the operator. Certain antenna impedances can lead to very high values of working
Q, leading to difficulties with coils on plastic formers melting and the capacitors
flashing over.
One advantage of the Z match is the ability to provide a balanced output without
the use of a balun, and the difficulties that can entail. However, in the circuit as
shown in Fig 11, there is no dc connection to the antenna, which can lead to
problems with static build up. This can be obviated by providing a centre tap on L1a
and L2a, connected to earth preferably by an RF choke so that should the tap not be
completely at the electrical centre of the coil, the balance is not disturbed.
‘Aperiodic’ Coupling Units
It seems that especially in the US, but to a growing extent in Europe, there is
reluctance, especially amongst newer operators, to make their own wire antennas,
instead preferring to buy. Although Trap Dipoles have been sold for many years,
there are now various end fed antennas, often called ‘End Fed Half Wave’ or similar.
One minor difficulty when applied to a multiband antenna is that the lengths for
resonance on harmonics are slightly different. Many of these antennas are fed with
‘Un-UN’s, which are a shortened term for Unbalanced to Unbalanced’ transformer, in
the same way that ‘balun’ is a contraction of ‘Balanced to Unbalanced’ transformer.
UnUns are generally wound on a ferrite or possibly iron dust core in order to obtain
wide band performance. For a true end fed half wave antenna, the feed point
impedance is very high – in the region of between 2 and 5 thousand ohms,
depending on height above ground, wire size and so on. The efficiency of the UnUn at
such transformation ratios can become questionable, especially as at such
impedances, the effects of stray capacity cannot be ignored. However, if the feed
impedance to the UnUn is low enough – e.g. a VSWR of less than 3:1, most built in
transceiver auto-tuners can provide a match. It would be very interesting to compare
the current fed into the ‘End Fed Half Wave’ from the UnUn coupler as compared
with a tuned coupler.
Tuner Circuits with controlled working Q
The antenna coupler whose circuit diagram is shown in Figure 12 is very effective
because the working Q is controlled by the position of the taps. The value of tuning
capacitor is chosen to be approximately 1.5 pF per metre of wavelength, giving a
reactance of about 380 . If the taps are adjusted to obtain a working Q of about 10,
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this means that an antenna with a resistance of 3800  can be matched when
connected to the top of the tuned circuit. Even higher resistance values can be
matched if the working Q is allowed to rise. A practical example of such a coupler is
shown as Figure13. By dint of some diving in scrap bins and attending a radio club
junk sale, the total cost of the coupler in 1969 was under 5p. It covered the bands
from 80–10 m and, with an extra capacitor attached by crocodile clips, 160 m could
also be covered. It worked well for powers up to about 150 W but, at greater power,
some impedances led to capacitor arcing.
The operation
can be envisaged as
a tuned autotransformer, with
the antenna tapped
down the coil until
a reasonable
working Q – say
between 5 and 20 Figure 13. A tuner built to the
is obtained. This
Figure 12. Tuned aerial coupler
circuit of Fig 12.
can be judged by
the ‘sharpness’ of the tuning for minimum SWR. The nearer to the ‘earthy’ end of
the coil, the higher the working Q will be.
The tuned circuit at resonance behaves as a pure resistance – the ‘dynamic
resistance’, with a value of QwωL where Qw is the working Q and ωL is the reactance
of the inductor. Tapping the antenna onto the circuit will reduce the working Q, while
any reactance will be compensated by adjustment of the capacitor. Rather than
adjusting the tap for the input, it is possible to linkcouple with a ‘swinging’ link, where the link is
moved into and out of alignment with the axis of
the coil, or alternatively, is rotated inside the coil,
providing minimum coupling when its axis is at 90
degrees to the axis of the coil.
A very effective alternative is to use a fixed link
and a series capacitor, as in Figure 14.The link
winding inductance should have a reactance of
Figure 14. Fixed-link and series variable
capacitor
about 100  for use in a nominal 50  system and
the series-variable capacitor a maximum value of
about 9 pF/metre of operating wavelength. Tight coupling between the link and the
main inductor is required. For example, with a 2.5 inch diameter main inductor, a
1.75 inch diameter link inductor is mounted inside it.
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Adjustment of the couplers of Figures 12 and 14 is carried out by starting on low
power and with the antenna disconnected. The position of the input tap in Figure 12
initially is tried close to the ‘earthy’ end of the coil and similarly the series capacitor
in Figure 13 is set to about 3 pF/metre. The tuning capacitor is then adjusted for a dip
in input SWR, the antenna is tapped about one-third of the way up the coil from the
‘earthy’ end and the input tap or series capacitor adjusted in conjunction with the
tuning capacitor for minimum VSWR. If the tuning capacitor tunes very sharply, then
the antenna tap should be moved further up the coil and tuning readjusted. If the tap
is too low, then full power may cause arcing in the tuning capacitor and it is probably
better to err on the side of tapping too far up the coil rather than too far down.
The balanced variety of the controlled Q coupler is
shown in Fig 15. It is possible to earth the centre of the
two variable ganged capacitors rather than the centre
tap of the coil, but it is then desirable to connect the
centre tap of the coil to earth via an RF choke to provide
a drain for static build up on the antenna.

Figure 15. Balanced output
controlled-Q coupler

Low load impedances may give problems with
obtaining sufficient coupling because of leakage
inductance. Under these circumstances, series tuning is
desirable as in Fig 16, although the problem of bleeding
static charge to earth still exists.

A variant of
this is shown in
Fig 17. It
requires tight
coupling
between the
link winding
and the tuned
inductors and
the voltage
across the
Figure 16. Balanced output seriesFigure 17. Balanced output series-tuned
tuned coupler
coupler
single gang
capacitor can be quite high at modest powers. It can be considered as a hybrid
between the pi network and the series tuned circuit, and again, the antenna has no
direct earth connection for bleeding off static charge
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Components for Antenna Couplers
Fig 18 shows typical
components for high power
antenna couplers, and even these
may not be able to handle power
of say 100 watts at some
frequencies. For example, a 16
foot long fibre glass whip antenna
on a frequency of 2182kHz (the
maritime MF distress frequency
would typically look like about
50pF in series with 10 ohms or an
impedance of 1459 ohms. Fed with
100 watts of RF, this would result
Figure 18. Typical components for antenna couplers
in some 4.6kV at the antenna
capable of handling the maximum licenced power –
terminal. Admittedly, this can be
large ceramic insulated switches, vacuum and airconsidered an extreme case, but
variable high-voltage capacitors, large ceramic coil
formers and a coil wound with copper tube on a
two or three thousand volts for an
fibreglass former
input of 400 watts is not an
excessive amount. This means that sharp bends in conductors and sharp points of
joints should be avoided. Another situation in multiband couplers using ‘roller
coaster’ variable inductors is whether or not the unused portion of the coil should be
left open or short circuited. If it is shorted out, then on bands where most of the coil
is in use, the shorted portion can have a large current induced in it, reducing the
output and heating the coil. If it is left open circuit, then on higher frequency bands,
the unused portion of the coil can resonate with stray capacity at the frequency of
operation and develop a high voltage, acting very much as a Tesla coil. One way to
partially get around the problem is to use a construction where the variable inductor
consists of a tape wound on an insulating former while the unused portion is wound
on a metal former which shorts it out. This technique was used by Marconi in the D11
and D13/NT201 transmitters as well as by Collins and Plessey, but has the problem of
stray capacity to earth, which in itself can lead to problems, especially where
parasitic resonances fall on harmonics of the operating frequency.
The majority of automatic couplers us an L-network, relay switched, with a binary
bank of capacitors such as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128pF, which gives a range of
255pF in 1pF steps: in practice, because of stray capacity in the relays, the step size is
somewhat larger. For high powers, vacuum relays are required.
It is now getting much easier to measure the feed impedance of an antenna in
terms of R +/-jX, and from that measurement, design a coupling unit to provide
optimum efficiency. But small antennas are always a problem, and such techniques
as using two whips in parallel on a vehicle or two inverted L antennas on a small
fishing vessel can significantly reduce the problems of high voltage and current and
inefficiencies in coupling units.
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GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)
AND CDXC
PREPARED AND APPROVED BY THE COMMITTEE
We suspect many members will have heard of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
which comes into force across Europe on 25th May 2018. You may think this applies only to large
commercial organisations but it actually covers any organisation that keeps personal data – and
thus it applies to CDXC. This article explains our responsibilities, describes how we discharge them
in a compliant manner and informs you of your rights under the new legislation.
What is GDPR?
GDPR expands existing Data Protection Regulations and widens their scope. It requires that
personal data on members (“data subjects”) must be:
a) processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in relation to individuals;
b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a
manner that is incompatible with those purposes;
c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which it
is processed;
d) accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; every reasonable step must be taken to
ensure that personal data that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which they
are processed, are erased or rectified without delay;
e) kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is necessary
for the purposes for which the personal data are processed;
f) processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including
protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss,
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures.
How does CDXC comply?
Under the legislation, CDXC becomes the ‘Data Controller’ for the personal data it holds on
current members, past members and prospective members. That data is held in a database within
the Wild Apricot system. Our policy for compliance with GDPR is as follows:
(i)

CDXC has a legitimate reason to hold your personal data: CDXC holds personal data to
allow it to service members in regard to subscriptions, Digest circulation, event
organisation and general communications. We retain ex-members’ personal data to
allow us to re-engage with them to entice them to re-join. Up until now, we have held
personal data on those prospective members who have been the subject of our various
marketing campaigns, but under GDPR we will no longer be able do so without their
consent. Personal data relating to all non-members will be addressed as defined in item
(vi) below on or before 25th May 2018 when the new regulations come into force.

(ii)

CDXC holds your personal data securely: All of CDXC’s membership, ex-membership and
never-membership data is held securely on the Wild Apricot platform. Wild Apricot is a
third-party Data Processor, located outside the EU, but uses appropriate technical
measures to keep CDXC’s data secure. The Wild Apricot privacy statement can be found
at: https://www.wildapricot.com/PrivacyPolicy
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(iii)

CDXC uses your personal data responsibly: CDXC uses the personal data it holds solely
for the purposes of administering the Club. With the sole exception of providing the
Digest mailing list to our printers, CDXC does not disclose, share, sell or otherwise
distribute personal data in its database. Members may, under password control,
download a list of current members; that download contains only Salutation and Callsign
which we consider to be pieces of information that are in the public domain in the
context of amateur radio.

(iv)

CDXC allows those whose data we keep to know what we keep and why: CDXC keeps
the following personal data for entries on the database (note that not all entries have all
of the following fields completed): Full name and title, salutation (on air name), primary
callsign, other callsign(s), postal address, e-mail address, telephone number(s),
Digest/eDigest preference, information related to subscription renewal dates (but not
any bank or PayPal information), date of last log-on to the system, joining source,
attendance at events and general administrator’s notes. In addition, for each marketing
campaign we track persons we contacted and their response.
At present, some personal data we keep on members, with the exception of any
notes added to a record by Administrators, has been obtained either directly from the
member or from publicly available sources (e.g. callbooks, QRZ.com etc.). Under GDPR,
we will be retaining this data as it is necessary for CDXC and in the interests of the
individual member, but reminding members to check that their personal data is
accurate.
The use of the personal data has been explained in (i) above but we also use all of
the data in our system for analysis of trends and analysis of success of marketing
campaigns. Such analysis if released to members is anonymised or pseudonymised
before release such that no personal data is revealed.

(v)

CDXC allows those whose personal data we keep to request some or all of it to be
updated or deleted: Only Administrators can delete data from the system. If any person
would like personal data removed from their database record they should contact
sec@cdxc.org.uk with a request.
Members may access and update their own primary data by using their secure log in
password on the CDXC web site. This is also how any inaccuracies or changes in your
personal data can be updated at any time. Individual passwords are not visible to any
other users (including Administrators). Administrators, who would normally be
Committee members or those who assist with system administration, can access all data
on the system and help with any requests to edit or remove data if requested.
Administrators who download any data from the Wild Apricot system are legally
required to comply with all of the conditions of GDPR.
Whilst it is the right of any person to have their personal data deleted, removal of
personal data that would result in CDXC being unable to service a membership or which
created a significant ongoing load on any of our volunteers may result in that person’s
membership being suspended.

(vi)

CDXC does not retain personal data for longer than is necessary for the reasons it was
held in the first place: This is not something we have considered before but now need
to. The CDXC Committee believe the following periods to be reasonable to allow it to
function in a responsive manner:


Members: All data to be retained for the period of their membership
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(vii)



Ex-Members: All data to be retained for seven years after cessation of
membership



Never-Members: CDXC will delete personal data from all ‘never-members’
records on or before 25th May 2018. In future, we will obtain consent (e.g. at
conventions or on our web site forms) to store personal data from prospective
members, and retain it for at most five years.

CDXC has a nominated Data Protection Officer: The Data Protection Officer for CDXC
will be the Honorary Secretary who may be contacted at sec@cdxc.org.uk or at the
address in the current CDXC Digest. The Data Protection Officer will be responsible for
informing the Information Commissioners Office within 72 hours, if there is a suspected
breach of security affecting personal data.

What needs to be done by 25th May 2018?
The action on CDXC Administrators is to delete personal data on ex-members where that data is
aged by the amounts shown in (vi) above, and to delete personal data from our list of ‘nevermembers’. This will be completed before the deadline. We will also be contacting Wild Apricot to
ensure that they have appropriate technical and organisational measures in place to protect CDXC’s
database. We will also be contacting the CDXC Digest printers to ensure they are GDPR compliant.
What do members, ex-members or never-members need to do?
If you are content for CDXC to hold the personal data we do, then nothing. If you would like to
see any data we hold on you, or require any of that data to be updated or deleted, then please
contact sec@cdxc.org.uk or login to the CDXC web site to check your personal data is correct.
Finally, will this requirement go away after Brexit?
No.
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Remove noise from weak signals..
..Hear clearly with a bhi DSP
noise cancelling product!
DSPKR

bhi

NEIM1031 MKII
Amplified in-line
DSP module:

- Full user contrrol
- 3W audio - Speaker
& line level inputs and
outputs - Easy to use
- Use with a speaker or
phones - 8 filter levels
9 to 35dB - 12 to 24VDC
(500mA)

NES10-2 MK3
Amplified DSP speaker:

- Rotary filter select switch
- 8 DSP filter levels 9 to 35dB
- 5W input & 2.7W audio out
- 3.5 mm mono headphone socket
- On/off audio bypass switch
- 12 to 24VDC (500mA)

10W amplified DSP noise
cancelling speaker

- Easy control of DSP filter
- 7 filter levels
- Sleep mode - Filter select &
store function - Volume control
- Input overload LED
- Headphone socket
- Supplied with user manual
and fused DC power lead

Simply plug in the audio
and connect the power!

Dual In-Line

Mono/stereo DSP noise eliminating module

***New improved DSP noise cancelling***
- 8 Filter levels 8 to 40dB - 3.5mm Mono or stereo
inputs - Line level in/out - 7 watts mono speaker
output - Headphone socket - Easy to adjust and
setup - Ideal for DXing, club stations, special
event stations and field day events - Supplied
boxed with user manual and audio/power leads Suitable for use with many radios and receivers
including Elecraft K3, KX3 & FlexRadio products

ParaPro EQ20

Audio DSP Range

New!

- 20W Modular Audio Power Amplifier
- Parametric Equaliser
- bhi Dual Channel DSP
Noise Cancelling
- Bluetooth connectivity
4 versions available:
EQ20, EQ20-DSP
EQ20-B, EQ20B-DSP
Flexible, intuitive and
easy equalisation
for enhanced speech
intelligibility Shape the audio

bhi Ltd, 22 Woolven Close
Burgess Hill, RH15 9RR, UK

bhi DSP noise
cancelling
products remove
unwanted noise
and interference
from weak
signals, enabling
you to hear more
clearly and listen
stress free!

Compact In-Line

Compact handheld mono/stereo
in-line DSP noise cancelling unit

- Easy to use rotary controls for
all functions - New improved
DSP noise cancelling - Use with mono
or stereo inputs - 8 filter levels
9 to 35dB - Ideal for portable use & DXing
- Use with headphones or a small speaker
-12V DC power or 2 x AA batteries
- Over 40 hours battery life
- Size: 121mm x 70mm x 33mm
- Suitable for use with Elecraft K3 & KX3

- 10W amplified DSP
noise cancelling
base station speaker
- Rotary volume
and filter level controls
- 8 filter levels 9 to 35dB
- Speaker level and
line level audio inputs
- 3.5mm Headphone socket
- Size 200(H)x150(D)
x160(W)mm, Weight 1.9 Kg
- For use with most
radios, receivers & SDR
including Elecraft &
FlexRadio

DESKTOP

to suit your ears!

Tel: 01444 870333

www.bhi-ltd.com
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